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WHENI was invited to read this paper I felt not only honoured but particularly pleased to be given the opportunity to set forth for your criticism
the views I have come to hold concerning the complex of problems
centred round the use of Bayes’s theorem. For what body of people
has for longer been engaged in the application of the mathematical
doctrine of probabilities to the affairs of life? And so, what body could be
better fitted to judge the merits and the faults of any attempt to clarify the
principles of the subject? It is no accident that the original publication of
Bayes’sfamous paper was brought about by the author of the Northampton
Life Table; and in the modern period, in dealing with the criticisms of
Bayes’spostulate stemming from Boole, the credit for a major advance is
shared between Sir Harold Jeffreys and Mr Wilfred Perks, independent
originators of the theory of invariant prior distributions. And, to anticipate
a point I shall develop in more detail later on, it appears to me that the
experience of actuaries in the formation of categories as, for instance, by
occupational group, as abstainers or non-abstainers, and so on, can be
highly relevant to the effective use of Bayes’s theorem in many wider
contexts; and an examination of the principles underlying the formation
of categories should improve our insight into problems of statistical
inference in general.
2. Another reason for expecting specially valuable comment is that we
are less likely here than elsewhere to be tempted to see the issues under
the false dichotomy of the interpretation of probability either as a ‘rational
degree of belief’ or as a ‘hypothetical limiting frequency’. For while
perhaps there may be measures of credibility which do not obey the
addition law and the multiplication law for independent events, we are
surely all agreed that mathematical probability does obey these laws;
and James Bernoulli showed, before 1700, that if the probability of an
event is p, then its relative frequency in an indefinitely long series of
independent trials must converge to p in the sense that, by taking the
number of trials n as sufficiently large, we can secure that the probability
is arbitrarily small that the relative frequency r/n should differ from p by
more than any given amount. And if we are prepared to admit the notion
of an actual infinity of independent trials, we have the Borel-Cantelli
theorem which says that the probability is 1 that r/n converges to p in the
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ordinary mathematical sense. Thus, if we accept the addition and the
multiplication laws, we can refuse to identify probability with such a
hypothetical limiting frequency only if either
(i) we refuse to associate arbitrarily small probability with impossibility,
or
(ii) we refuse to allow that any one case can be regarded as one of a hypothetical series of independent similar cases.
As to (i), it is well known that we have to be careful in associating arbitrarily
small probability with impossibility-to avoid, for example, taking
‘impossibility’ in the strong sense of logical impossibility-but such points
as this are largely technical; while as to (ii) it surely is possible to regard
our universe as one of an indefinitely large number of possible universes,
even though some of us may feel such a notion is not very helpful. For
my part, at any rate, probability is both a ‘rational degree of belief’ and
a ‘hypothetical limiting frequency’. Of course, it is not any actual frequency
-since any number of actual trials must necessarily be finite, actual
frequencies can, at best only be estimates of probabilities. I conceive that
the actuary is fully accustomed to the notion that the probabilities he uses
can be thought of both as the rational degrees of belief in connexion with
any individual case to which they are applied, and as approximating the
relative frequencies with which events may be expected to happen in long
runs of such cases.
3. There is an analogy with two different definitions of temperature-as
the function of state variables which is the same for all bodies in thermal
equilibrium, and as the energy of motion of molecules of an ideal gas; the
equivalence of the definitions is a theorem of the subject of statistical
mechanics.
HISTORICALREVIEW
4. When Bayes’s article was published, in 1763, Bernoulli’s theroem
had been known for over fifty years, and its application, by way of converse, to the estimation of probabilities was understood to some extent, as
the following quotation from De Moivre’s Doctrine of Chances (3rd Ed.,
London, 1756, p. 252) shows:
if fromnumberlessObservations
wefindthe Ratioof the Eventsto
. . . so, conversely,
convergeto a determinatequantity,as to the Ratioof P to Q; then weconcludethat
this Ratioexpresses
the determinateLawaccordingto whichthe Eventis to happen.
For let that Lawbe expressednot by the RatioP : Q but by someother,as R : S;
then wouldthe Ratio of the Eventsconvergeto this last, not to the former:which
contradictsour Hypothesis.
And the like, or greater,Absurdityfollows,if we should
supposethe Eventnot to happenaccordingto any Law,but in a manneraltogether
desultoryand uncertain;for thenthe eventswouldconvergeto no fixtRatioat all.
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5. This passage occurs at the end of a section in which De Moivre
demonstrates, in the casep = ½,and asserts in general, that the standardized
deviation of relative frequency r/n from the probability p,
has a distribution which converges to the standard ‘normal’ form as
n tends to infinity. Thus Richard Price was not altogether accurate in the
introduction to Bayes’s paper, when he said, of De Moivre’s method for
estimating probabilities from frequencies, ‘it is not obvious how large the
number of trials must be in order to make them (the estimates of probability) exact enough to be depended on in practice’. Price was correct, of
course, in asserting that the problem as posed by Bayes:
Giventhe numberof times in whichan unknownevent has happenedand failed:
Required the
chancethat theprobabilityof itshappeningin a singletrialliessomewhere
betweenanytwo degreesof probabilitythat can be named.
had never before been solved. By ‘an unknown event’ Bayes makes clear
he means ‘any event concerning the probability of which nothing at all is
known antecedently to any trials made or observed concerning it’.
6. As is well known, Bayes wrote an introduction to his essay which
Price evidently saw but did not, most unfortunately, reproduce.* In his
introduction, Bayes made it clear that he soon saw how to solve his
problem ‘provided some rule could be found according to which we ought
to estimate the chance that the probability for the happening of an event
perfectly unknown, should lie between any two named degrees of probability, antecedently to any experiments made about it; and that it appeared
to him that the rule must be to suppose the chance the same that it should
lie between any two equidifferent degrees; ... But he afterwards considered, that the postulate on which he had argued might not perhaps be
looked upon by all as reasonable . . .’ He therefore restricted his mathematical argument to a case where the event in question, the coming to rest
of one billiard ball O to the left of another ball W, when O is thrown upon
the table so that its position is uniformly distributed over the table, can
be guaranteed to have a probability uniformly distributed antecedently.
He secures this by supposing the ball W also to be thrown upon the table
in the same way as O. His mathematical argument led him to the expression

for the probability that the chance p of O falling to the left of W, when r
successesand s failures have been observed, lies between a and b. And only
* Thefactthat Bayes’spapersmayhavebeenpreservedby a memberof the Cotton
family,or by the Vicarof Speldhurst,is worthmentioning,in the faint hope that, in
spiteof the failureof Augustusde Morgan’sattemptto recoverthem,they mayyet
cometo light.
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after he had this result, rigorously derived, did he add his Scholium, in
which he suggested that the same expression could be used in the case of
an unknown event which had been observed to succeed r times and to fail
s times.
7. Whatever doubts Bayes had concerning the suggestion made in his
Scholium, they do not seem to have troubled later writers on probability
for nearly a century. Laplace, it is true, allows in his general account of the
theory for the possibility that the values of his parameters are not, a priori,
equally possible; but after giving the more general expression corresponding to

for the case when the values of x occur with probabilities proportional to
w(x) a priori, he remarks that we can imagine w(x) to be proportional to
the density a posteriori, after an experiment which gives the likelihood
function w(x), starting from a uniform prior. Thus, he says, the more
general case can be reduced to the case of a uniform prior. However, in
his applications, for example where x is the probability of a birth being a
male birth, he takes his prior as uniform, without further discussion.
8. It was not until the decade 1830–40that serious doubt seems to have
been cast on the appropriateness of the assumption of a uniform prior. A
detailed study of the discussions which went on at this time would be well
repaid. S. D. Poisson, A. A. Cournot, A. Quetelet, G. Boole, A. De
Morgan, Sir John Lubbock, C. Babbage, J. S. Mill, and several others
were keenly interested in the possibility of using the doctrine of chances
in the elucidation of the ‘laws’of ‘social science’ (recently adumbrated by
Auguste Comte), and with such applications in mind they attempted to
clarify the foundations of the subject. An indication of the ebb and flow
of discussion can be obtained from reading the passages on the subject in
Mill’s Logic. In the early editions he adopts a strictly frequentist interpretation of probability (would he have had this from Quetelet?); but in the
later editions he adopts a much more subjective view, in particular accepting the notion that two possibilities which appear to us as ‘equallypossible’
are to be taken as having the same probability. He seems to have perceived
that taking ‘cases’as equally likely a priori would be possible provided the
‘cases’were finite in number, but that difficulties would arise as soon as
the number became infinite. On the other hand, his argument that, if the
probability of B given A is 2/3, and the probability of B given C is 3/4, then
the probability of B given both A and C must be 11/12, illustrates the
degree of sheer mathematical confusion liable to arise before the publication of Boole’s General Method in the Calculus of Probabilities.
9. As has been indicated, a fair analysis of the ideas current in the 1830s
would require much deeper study than I have made, and the following
outline must be taken as liable to revision. The dominant fact would seem
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to have been that, for the first time, reasonably reliable social statistics
were becoming available. These enabled statisticians-in the original
sense of the word—to estimate the probabilities of social phenomena by
the method originating with Johann Bernoulli, and expressed above in the
quotation from De Moivre. Thus, as Professor Anscombe has remarked,
although we do not know for certain who invented the histogram, it seems
likely that this, perhaps the most useful of all statistical devices, was
invented by Quetelet. It leads directly to the notion of using an observed
frequency to estimate a probability. And from this it is a short step to the
identification of probability with some kind of limiting frequency. As
already noted, Mill’s discussion of the subject shows him oscillating
between a subjective interpretation of probability and an objective one in
terms of observable frequency, without, apparently, recognizing any
incompatibility between the two views. For Poisson also there are the two
aspects of probability, but in his case their difference is clearly appreciated;
in fact he comes near to anticipating the ideas of ‘probability-l’ and
‘probability-2’ put forward by Carnap. Cournot insists most strongly on
the frequency interpretation of probability, and, in making a careful
restatement of the argument of De Moivre, quoted above, Cournot comes
near to a confidence-interval type of statement about an unknown probability from an observed frequency. Cournot and Boole both explicitly
reject Bayes’spostulate. Perhaps the most powerful argument that can be
brought against the postulate is that if p is an unknown quantity lying
between 0 and 1, so is p3; so if, on these grounds, p is to be taken as
uniformly distributed a priori, so also must p3 be. But p and p3 cannot
simultaneously be uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. This argument,
or rather a similar one to the effect that Bayes’spostulate is self-contradictory, is to be found in Boole’s Laws of Thought. Also to be found there is
the argument that, if the probability of E on hypothesis H is p, then,
when E has been observed, the posterior probability of H is
P = ap/(ap + c( 1-a))
where a and c are arbitrary constants, the former representing the a priori
probability of the hypothesis H, the latter the probability that, if the
hypothesis were false, the event E would present itself. Boole points
out that, in regarding a and c as arbitrary constants, he differs from De
Morgan who had effectively taken a to be ½ and c to be 1, and proceeds
to write: ‘. . . it is with diffidence that I express my dissent on these points
from mathematicians generally, and more especially from one who, of
English writers, has most fully entered into the spirit and methods of
Laplace; and I venture to hope, that a question, second to none other in
the Theory of Probabilities in importance, will receive the careful attention
which it deserves’. If Boole could have seen how much the question he
raised has been discussed subsequently, and is still being discussed, he
would surely have felt that his wish was granted.
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10. It is perhaps worth while to draw attention to one aspect of Boole’s
work. Namely, that he was one of the first mathematicians to treat
systematically of numerical problems not possessing uniquely defined
numerical solutions. That arbitrary constants, and arbitrary functions,
may enter into the general solutions of differential equations had, of
course, been known for nearly a century; but it was still customary to
suppose that a numerical problem must, if it had an answer at all, have a
unique answer. It may have been his familiarity with other situations in
which solutions lacked uniqueness that led Boole to perceive, and to be
ready to accept, the notion that such lack of uniqueness might exist in
apparently well-specified problems of probability. How intrusive the
notion of uniqueness is may be illustrated by reference to Sir Harold
Jeffreys’s Theory of Probability, in which he says (p. 33, 3rd Ed.): ‘no
practical man will refuse to decide on a course of action merely because
we are not quite sure which is the best way to lay the foundations of the
theory. He assumes that the course of action that he actually chooses is
the best . . .’ But if one picks up a builder’s hammer, finding it lying to
hand, to drive in a small nail, one does not thereby imply that one has
ruled out the possibility that a second’s look would reveal another hammer,
of more appropriate weight, also lying close at hand; we may say to
ourselves: ‘This will serve the purpose’, without implying that it necessarily will best serve the purpose. Or, to take another case, if a conductor
takes a passage of music at a certain speed on a given occasion, this does
not imply that he thinks it the best speed-he may well think that different
speeds bring out different aspects of the work, and has on this occasion
really made an arbitrary choice. Or again, in a more important context, if
we were to insist that, in any given state of knowledge, there was always a
‘best’ indicated method of treatment of a diseased patient, we would pose
extremely difficult ethical problems in connexion with clinical trials.
Finally, it has been suggested by Prof. E. S. Pearson that his ‘theory’ of
testing hypotheses represents one way of seeing how probability considerations enter into scientificjudgments, and that there may well be other ways
of looking at these matters, all of which have something to contribute; and
it must be admitted that, as of now, there is a great deal to be said for
this view.
11. Interest in the theory of probability continued to be widespread for
the twenty years after 1840, though the emphasis shifted somewhat
towards more technical matters, as is exemplified by Whitworth’s Choice
and Chance, and the brilliant analytical work of the Rev. Leslie Ellis
concerning random walks. After 1860 the whole field of science came to
bear a deterministic look, with the triumphant development of natural
philosophy, of Darwinism, and of deterministic theories of social development; and it may have been this, rather than the disquiet, commonly
referred to, concerning the foundations of the subject, which led to the
decline of interest in probability theory. We may note, at any rate, that
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Mendel’s work on genetics was carried out at this time and, as is well
known, his essentially probabilistic theory failed to attract the attention
it deserved for nearly fifty years.
12. The end of the century brought a return of interest, with the work of
Francis Galton and his followers, Karl Pearson, Weldon and Sheppard.
These men were primarily empiricists, with rather little feeling for logical
subtleties. It is a great pity that Edgeworth, whose analytical powers were
of a very high order, was regarded by Galton as ‘too mathematical’ to
work on the problems he and Karl Pearson were raising, so that Edgeworth’s main attention was deflected towards economics at a time when
that field of study was not so much in need of his talents. However,
Edgeworth devoted several papers to the theory of statistical estimation,
including the famous one of 1908in which, with the help of A. E. H. Love,
he gives the analysis involved in the asymptotic version of the information
limit to the variance, without, however, giving a clear interpretation of the
result. He early made it clear that a distinction was to be made between
the theory of small and the theory of large samples; in the case of the
former, the prior distribution for the parameter being estimated would
bring an element of arbitrariness into the solution, but such would not be
the case with large samples. Whether the lack of dependence on the prior
distribution, in the case of large samples, was due to the fact that any
smooth prior could be taken as effectively uniform over the small range
involved, or whether it was due to the possibility of applying an argument
of De Moivre’s type, is never really made clear, in those papers which I
have been able to read.
A similar ambiguity appears in Karl Pearson’s work. With his x2
measurement of discrepancy he adopts an argument of the De Moivre
type; but in Tablesfor Statisticians and Biometricians, the table (computed
by Major Greenwood) on 2 x 2 tables is based on an assumption of Bayes’s
postulate, tacitly accepted. He did indicate an interest in the statistical
distribution of the values of constants of nature, and this has been taken to
indicate an ‘empirical Bayes’ attitude, in which Bayes’stheorem is applied
to a prior distribution which is itself based on experience. But the evidence
is again not clear.
THE MODERNPERIOD
13. It was, indeed, one of the major serviceswhich R. A. Fisher rendered
to statistics, that he insisted on much tauter standards of reasoning in the
subject. Although his first paper on the method of maximum likelihood
(1912) is in line with views then generally accepted, in making use of
inverse probability arguments (though of a restricted kind), he soon
began to concentrate on the sampling distributions of statistics, and in
fact he first obtained almost all the standard results now in common use
in the field, with the sole exception of the distribution of Student’s t, in
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which Gosset was the pioneer. And in his basic 1922paper he set out the
reasoning ascribed above to Boole, showing the self-contradictory
character of Bayes’spostulate, and went on to suggest that inferences from
samples about parameters, except in the ‘trivial’ cases where the population is known to be itself a sample from a known super-population, are
to be expressed in terms of likelihood rather than probability. Likelihood
differs not only from the ‘frequencyprobability’ involved in the specification
of the distribution of observations, but also, for example, from the ‘logical
probability’ of Keynes, in not obeying the addition law. If A and B are
mutually exclusive,the probability of ‘A or B’ is the sum of the probability
of A plus the probability of B; but the likelihood of ‘A or B’ is undefined—
it is like the height of ‘Peter or Paul ’—itmeans nothing unless we specify
which is meant. Yet likelihood resembles probability in that, in an important class of cases, it may be held to measure the degree of our rational
belief in a conclusion.
14. Fisher’s first reference in this paper to inverse probability is worth
quoting. He refers to ‘the fundamental paradox of inverse probability,
which like an impenetrable jungle arrests progress towards precision of
statistical concepts. The criticisms of Boole, Venn and Chrystal have done
something towards banishing the method, at least from the elementary
textbooks of Algebra; but though we may agree with Chrystal that inverse
probability is a mistake (perhaps the only mistake to which the mathematical world has so deeply committed itself), there yet remains the feeling that
such a mistake would not have captivated the minds of Laplace and Poisson
if there had been nothing in it but error’. The truth, embodied along with
error, in the Bayesian postulate, was, according to Fisher, the fact that we
really can learn from experience, and that the knowledge we thus gain
is affected with uncertainty. The prime error consisted in the assumption
that all uncertainty is measurable in terms of probability.
15. An argument which Fisher might have developed, but did not, in
support of the distinction he was drawing between uncertainty as it affects
statistical hypotheses and uncertainty as it affects observable propositions,
is the purely logical one that the logical disjunction of two observable
propositions is itself an observable proposition of essentially the same
logical status; but the logical disjunction of two statistical hypotheses,
each of which enables us to calculate the probability of any observable
proposition, does not itself enable us to calculate any probabilities. At the
time when Fisher was developing his ideas on likelihood, the Dutch
mathematician L. E. J. Brouwer was elaborating his critique of the logic
of set theory, putting special emphasis on the dangers of over-facile
treatment of logical disjunction, in particular in connexion with the law
of excluded middle. But at that time interest in these aspects of the foundations of mathematics was largely confined to the Continent, and Fisher
never seems to have come across the work.
16. The evolution of Fisher’s views could readily be traced from a
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‘variorumedition’ of Statistical Methodsfor Research Workers-something
we may hope may one day be made available. In the first (1925) edition,
no qualifications (other than the ‘trivial case’ mentioned above) are placed
on the statement that inferences from sample to population are to be
framed in terms of likelihood, not probability. But later, after Fisher had
discovered the fiducial argument, his statement is much modified. Indeed,
until near the end of his life Fisher seems to have thought that the fiducial
argument would enable us to make probability statements about parameters in most cases of practical importance. He does eventually, however,
seem to have realized that situations where the fiducial argument may
apply are the exception rather than the rule, so that his original position
concerning likelihood was nearer the truth than he later came to think.
17. We shall not enter here into a discussion of the fiducial argument,
since it represents only a fascinating byway in statistical inference. It is
important that this byway should be explored, and in particular the
conditions for avoiding contradictions in the application of the argument
to more than one parameter need to be specified more exactly than
hitherto. Such studies must involve the examination of structures on the
parameter space, related to structures on the space of observations, which
are clearly relevant also to problems where the fiducial argument is
inapplicable. Another place where such structures arise is in connexion
with the invariance theory of Jeffreys and Perks; a weakness of this
theory seems to be that it derives the structure of the parameters exclusively
from the probability structure of the observations, without regard to
other structures (such as group structures) which the observations may
possess. In his discussion of joint estimates of location and scale, Jeffreys
himself seems to suggest that group structures as well as probabilityinduced structures are relevant. But a good deal remains to be clarified
here. The simplicity of the case of one parameter is associated with the
fact that one here has a simple total ordering structure.
18. Jeffreys’searliest work on probability was nearly contemporary with
Fisher’s early work. The two outstanding characteristics of his approach
have seemed to me to be his embedding of probability into a wider
theory of scientific inference-in connexion, for example, with his ‘simplicity postulate’-and his modification of Bayes’s postulate in the
direction of allowing non-uniform prior distributions to represent ignorance in certain situations. He has rightly complained of critics of his
approach who have failed to notice the novelty of his theory in this respect;
so much was the application of Bayes’s theorem in statistical inference
traditionally connected with the assumption of a uniform prior, that
when he abandoned the universal assumption of uniformity the fact was
overlooked. As he says, there is no more need for the idea that the prior
distribution must always be uniform than ‘there is to say that an oven that
has once cooked roast beef can never cook anything but roast beef’.
However, he admits that the principles he adduces for making a choice
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of prior distribution only ‘sometimes indicate a unique choice, but in
many problems some latitude is permissible, so far as we know at present.
In such cases, and in a different world, the matter would be one for
decision by the International Research Council. Meanwhile we need only
remark that the choice in practice, within the range permitted, makes very
little difference to the results’. Looked at from a distance, this position
does not seem to be very different from that of, for example, Edgeworth.
Another man whose views were closely related to Jeffreys was Haldane,
who proposed, for example, the prior density l/p(l-p) for an unknown
probability instead of Bayes’s uniform assessment and who proposed a
prior having a ‘lump’ of probability at the null hypothesis with the rest
spread out, in connexion with tests of significance. Haldane used to say
that statistics was primarily concerned with ‘medium sized samples’
where the number of observations is not so large that efficiency of estimation is unimportant, and yet not so small that the prior distribution has
an appreciable effect.
19. Ten years after Jeffreys and Fisher wrote their first papers on the
foundations of statistical inference a radically new departure was made by
Ramsey and De Finetti though their work did not receive the attention
it merited from statisticians until some twenty years later, when Savage
gave their views his weighty support and further developed them. Ramsey
took as his starting-point the idea of probability as a guide in choice of a
course of action, and showed that an individual whose actions satisfied
certain criteria of consistency would have to act as if he possessed a
utility function describing his preferences between the possible outcomes
of his acts, and a prior distribution over the various possible states of
nature which would be modified in the light of his observations in accordance with Bayes’s theorem. His actions would be such as to maximize
his expected utility.
20. Although the school of statisticians taking their inspiration from
Savage and De Finetti is often described as the ‘Bayesian School’, the
distinguishing feature of their approach is not the use of Bayes’stheorem,
which they share, as has been seen, with many other statisticians; nor is it,
of course, their use of Bayes’s postulate, which they explicitly deny. For
them, there is no general way of expressing ignorance about a parameter,
such as Bayes’spostulate purports to supply; each individual will, in any
given case, be in a state of partial knowledge about the parameter he is
considering (he must, for example, know enough about it to be able to
identify it) and such knowledge as he has will be reflected in a prior distribution which is in principle peculiar to him. All probabilities are therefore
subjective, and it is this emphasis which gives the school its special character. But it must not be thought that the subjectivity of probabilities implies
any disregard for objective facts; on the contrary, since any individual’s
distribution for a parameter must be modified, in accordance with Bayes’s
theorem, on the basis of observations, it is possible clearly to identify
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the part of the distribution which does come from the observations, as
consisting in the likelihood function. And since the task of a statistician
is not to provide his clients with their prior distributions-these they must
provide for themselves-the statistician’s task reduces, in principle, to the
description of the likelihood function, once the observations have been
made. And before the observations have been made, in planning experiments, the statistician needs to consider the sampling distribution of the
set of likelihood functions which may arise. Thus there is, or should be,
little in practice which divides a follower of Fisher, using likelihood, from
a subjective Bayesian; the difference, such as it is, concerns the view taken
about the thought processes which go on, or should go on, in the minds of
scientists, not with their overt behaviour in communicating with their
fellow scientists.
21. Neyman is another who has emphasized the connexion of statistical
inference with action. In fact he, perhaps alone of all the theorists considered, explicitly denies the possibility of learning from experience, and
instead has introduced the concept of ‘inductive behaviour’, in which,
for example, we ‘assert’that a parameter lies within a confidence interval,
and the interval is derived from the observations in such a way that the
probability that it covers the true value of the parameter is not less than
some preassigned value, the confidence coefficient. As a theory of inference,
of course, such a view is easily made fun of-no one has been found
making the ‘assertions’ which are the subject of the theory; what, in
practice, is done is to assert, or rather specify, the confidence interval,
together with its confidence coefficient, and in practice the latter is interpreted as a sort of probability (or degree of confidence, or rational belief)
attached to the proposition that the parameter lies inside the interval. The
individual who makes a practice of baldly asserting, in accordance with
the theoretical prescription, cannot be thought of as corresponding to a
real person; but as a metaphorical picture the idea is not without its
uses. In the same way, the Neyman-Pearson account of significance
tests, in which one is supposed to reject the hypothesis tested whenever
the sample points fall within the critical region, and not otherwise, cannot
be thought to correspond with what actually happens-indeed, Prof.
Pearson has made it clear that its purpose is only to draw attention to
some aspects of the processes of inference. What is essential in the NeymanPearson approach is the idea of the operating characteristic of a statistical
procedure, which describes the performance, in probability terms, of the
procedure, for each possible parameter value. This notion received its
fullest development at the hands of Wald, in his theory of statistical
decision functions.
22. When Wald first put forward his theory, he associated with it a
suggested principle for choice among alternative decision functions-the
famous minimax principle. This corresponds to the heresy of Manicheeism, according to which this world is the worst of all possible—in so far
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as the performance of a statistical procedure depends (as it does, in general)
on what the state of nature is, it is to be judged by its performance in the
worst possible state of nature. In this sense, it would, I think, be true to say
that no one now adopts the minimax principle as a normative one. The
fact that some particular procedure is minimax is often of interest-since,
for example, it often implies that the expected loss associated with its use
is independent of the true value of the unknown parameter; but it seems
to be generally agreed that the only normative principle operating in the
theory is that of admissibility-that one should restrict one’s choice of
statistical procedure to the class of admissible procedures. A procedure
is admissible if no other procedure exists which gives sometimes a smaller
expected loss, and never gives a larger loss. The central result of the theory
is the complete class theorem, according to which, modulo minor details,
the class of all admissible procedures is coextensive with the class of all
Bayes’sprocedures-that is, procedures which would rationally be followed
by someone believing the parameter in question to have been chosen at
random from a population of values following some prior distribution.
23. Now the class of Bayes’sprocedures is characterized by the fact that
the observations enter into such procedures only via thelikelihood function.
Thus here again we appear to have further confirmation of the importance of likelihood. The position of the likelihood function in the decisiontheory approach is, however, rather different from what it is in the
subjective Bayesian theory. Dr Henry Scheffehas coined the term ‘restricted
likelihood principle’ for the idea that, in any given experimental situation,
two possible results which yield the same likelihood function should yield
the same inference. The ‘unrestricted likelihood principle’ asserts that any
two results which give the same likelihood function should yield the same
inference, regardless of whether they arise in the same experimental
situation or not. The central theorem of the Wald theory, together with
the principle of admissibility, implies the restricted likelihood principle;
but not the unrestricted principle-though it should perhaps be emphasized
that the unrestricted principle is not incompatible with decision theory.
The subjective Bayesian approach, and Jeffreys’s approach, imply the
unrestricted likelihood principle.
24. The latest in our catalogue of approaches to the principles of statistical inference is the ‘Empirical Bayes’ approach originated, in its mathematical form, by H. E. Robbins. What Robbins does, briefly, may be
described by saying that he groups together sets of inference or decision
problems, and uses the collective data from all of them to estimate a prior
distribution from which the individual parameter values may be regarded
as having been sampled. Then, using this estimated prior combined with
the data for a given problem by means of Bayes’s theorem in the usual
way, he arrived at individual inferences or decisions. These individual
decisions can then be shown to be, on the average, usually better that
would have been arrived at treating each case separately. In estimating
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as the performance of a statistical procedure depends (as it does, in general)
on what the state of nature is, it is to be judged by its performance in the
worst possible state of nature. In this sense, it would, I think, be true to say
that no one now adopts the minimax principle as a normative one. The
fact that some particular procedure is minimax is often of interest-since,
for example, it often implies that the expected loss associated with its use
is independent of the true value of the unknown parameter; but it seems
to be generally agreed that the only normative principle operating in the
theory is that of admissibility-that one should restrict one’s choice of
statistical procedure to the class of admissible procedures. A procedure
is admissible if no other procedure exists which gives sometimes a smaller
expected loss, and never gives a larger loss. The central result of the theory
is the complete class theorem, according to which, modulo minor details,
the class of all admissible procedures is coextensive with the class of all
Bayes’sprocedures-that is, procedures which would rationally be followed
by someone believing the parameter in question to have been chosen at
random from a population of values following some prior distribution.
23. Now the class of Bayes’sprocedures is characterized by the fact that
the observations enter into such procedures only via thelikelihood function.
Thus here again we appear to have further confirmation of the importance of likelihood. The position of the likelihood function in the decisiontheory approach is, however, rather different from what it is in the
subjective Bayesian theory. Dr Henry Scheffehas coined the term ‘restricted
likelihood principle’ for the idea that, in any given experimental situation,
two possible results which yield the same likelihood function should yield
the same inference. The ‘unrestricted likelihood principle’ asserts that any
two results which give the same likelihood function should yield the same
inference, regardless of whether they arise in the same experimental
situation or not. The central theorem of the Wald theory, together with
the principle of admissibility, implies the restricted likelihood principle;
but not the unrestricted principle-though it should perhaps be emphasized
that the unrestricted principle is not incompatible with decision theory.
The subjective Bayesian approach, and Jeffreys’s approach, imply the
unrestricted likelihood principle.
24. The latest in our catalogue of approaches to the principles of statistical inference is the ‘Empirical Bayes’ approach originated, in its mathematical form, by H. E. Robbins. What Robbins does, briefly, may be
described by saying that he groups together sets of inference or decision
problems, and uses the collective data from all of them to estimate a prior
distribution from which the individual parameter values may be regarded
as having been sampled. Then, using this estimated prior combined with
the data for a given problem by means of Bayes’s theorem in the usual
way, he arrived at individual inferences or decisions. These individual
decisions can then be shown to be, on the average, usually better that
would have been arrived at treating each case separately. In estimating
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single number y as on the set of n numbers x. On the other hand if instead
of taking y to be S we take it to be
T = [e1]+[e2]+. . .+ [en]
then as x ranges over n-dimensional space, y ranges from 0 to , but if
ui = ei/T, z now ranges over the surface of an n-dimensional polyhedron
over which its distribution is not uniform, but concentrated either near
the vertices, or away from the vertices, depending on the value of θ. Thus
S is sufficient for θ butT is not.
27. Fisher’s own use of the sufficiency principle was somewhat limited
by the fact that he almost always thought of the transformed variables
(y, z) as ranging over sets of numbers. The domain of applicability of the
principle is very much widened if we allow y to range over a set of functions.
The limitation to numbers was natural for Fisher, because he was working
in the era of desk calculators when the statistician would typically calculate
other numbers from the numbers representing his data. But now that we
have computers capable of generating graphical forms of output it is
natural to think in terms of calculating (the graphs of) functions from the
numerical data. And whereas the property of sufficiencycan be possessed
by a single numerical y only when the distribution of the original observations belongs to a particular family (the exponential family) of distributions,
we can always find a y ranging over a set of functions having this sufficiency property. In fact if we take y to be the likelihood function—
defined as proportional to the probability function for the observations,
which becomes a function of θ whenwe insert the numerical values of the
observations, conveniently normalized, usually, to have its maximum
value l-then not only does y have the sufficiencyproperty, it also has the
property of minimal sufficiency.This means that if y' is any other numericalor functional-valued statistic having the sufficiency property, then the
value of y (i.e. the likelihood function) can be computed from y’, though
the converse is not necessarily true. The information needed to calculate
y must be contained in y’, but the information needed to calculate y’
need not be contained in y. Thus y contains the minimal amount of information which there must be in any statistic having the sufficiencyproperty.
28. Thus, provided we are sure about the relationship between the
parameter
θ weare interested in and our observations-as happens,
perhaps most often, in the application of statistics in nuclear physics and in
genetics—then we can be sure we will have summed up all the information
our observations have to tell us about θ ifwe draw the likelihood function;
and this is, not surprisingly, becoming common practice amongst nuclear
physicists and geneticists (for physics see, for example, F. Solmitz, Ann.
Rev. Nuclear Science 1964). We must be careful, of course, not to interpret the likelihood function as if it were a probability function-its
ordinates have meaning, but not the areas under its curve, as Fisher emphasized in the passage quoted above. If the ordinate of the likelihood at
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θ =higher
θ 1, L (θ1),
than is
the ordinate L (θ2) at θ = θ2, we can say that
the data point towards the value θ1rather than towards θ2 ,or that, on this
evidence, θ1is more plausible than t&-though of course we may have other
evidence which points the other way. And the interpretable relationships
between likelihoods are not merely the ordinal ones; ratios of likelihoods
have a definite meaning. If, for example we have L (θ1) /L (θ2) = 2,and we
denote the likelihood function for θ fromanother body of independent
evidence by L' (θ), then if, between θ1and θ2 this
other evidence points the
other way, this other evidence will outweigh the former evidence if, and
only if, L' (θ2)/ L' (θ1)is greater than 2.
29. The likelihood function can also be interpreted in terms of the
Neyman-Pearson concept of an operating characteristic, though the
interpretation is rather complicated to state in a general way. To take a
very simple example first, suppose we have a logistic dosage-response
relationship in which the probability p of positive response is given by
so that, in the usual terminology, the slope is known to be unity, and the
50% effective dose is the unknown parameter θ. Now suppose we have
only one observation, for which the response was in fact positive, at
dose x = 2. Then since it follows from the above relationship that the
probability of a positive response,
at dose x, it follows that the likelihood function, given our observation, is

(Note: no special normalization is necessary, since the maximum value is
attained at –
,and is there 1.)Now suppose we were testing the hypothesis
that
θ = 5, against
alternatives θ<5. We might take positive response as
being in the critical region, and negative response as not in the critical
region. For this test, the ‘size’of the critical region (i.e. the ‘level of significance’) is the probability of positive response, in the hypothesis tested,
namely
7.3891/(7.3891+exp 5) = 1/20.08
while the power of the test for any value of θ is seen to be L (θ). Generally,
we have, for any test for which the critical region consists of a single point
and for which the maximum of the power function is 1, the power curve
of the test and the curve of likelihood, given that the point in the critical
region has been observed, are one and the same. For most tests the maximum power will in fact be 1, but in case the maximum is P, less than 1, all
we would have to do to make the power curve coincide with the specified
likelihood function would be to scale it up in the ratio P : l—or to renormalize the likelihood to have maximum value P instead of 1.
F
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30. If, now, the critical region consists of (say) four points, c1, c2, c3, c4,
and L( θ |ci) denotes the likelihood for θ, given that the point ci has been
observed, we shall obtain the power function by rescaling each likelihood
to a maximum Pi equal to the maximum, for variable θ,of the probability
of observing ci, and then adding and then rescaling again to make the
maximum 1,

Thusanypowercurvecanbe regardedas obtainedby a weighted
summation
of likelihood
functions.
31. But as we remarked above, the Neyman-Pearson theory of hypothesis
testing is not to be taken literally, as giving a procedure which any real
experimenter is likely to follow. One respect in which the metaphorical
account is likely to over-simplify what happens arises from the fact that
people do not choose a significance level for a test and then mechanically
stick to it, whatever result is observed. Rather, they take the result, and
find on what level it is significant. If, for instance, the four-point critical
region discussed above had significance level 0.05, this significance
probability might be made up of 0.02 for c1, 0.015 for c2, 0.01 for c3, and
0.005for c4; and if so, had c2 in fact been observed, the quoted significance
level would have been 0.03, not 0.05. And the power curve would have
been obtained by combining only three likelihood functions, not four.
32. One direction in which this line of thought has been pursued by
adherents of the Neyman school has been in the development of ‘multipledecision procedures’. Instead of considering the simple two-way choice,
to reject the hypothesis tested or to accept it, these writers have considered
many-way choices-for example, to ‘provisionally reject’, ‘firmly reject’,
etc. The logical conclusion of this direction of development is to have as
many choices as there are distinct likelihood functions; not more, because
making different choices for points giving the same likelihood function
would involve making the choice depend on the z component of the pair
(y, z) (in which y represents the likelihood function); that is to say, it
would be made to depend on something whose distribution does not
involve the parameter in question. Of course, we do have occasion to
consider randomized decision rules in the theory of multiple-decision
procedures; but these correspond either to situations where the evidence is
really evenly balanced, and we can, without loss, make a non-randomized
decision, or to cases where there is an artificial restriction on the choices
considered. Thus, if we allow ourselves the maximum multiplicity of
choice consistent with due regard for differences in possible data, we are
led to consider multiple-choice procedures for which the components of
the operating characteristic are just the likelihood functions, rescaled
perhaps to make the maxima equal to the appropriate maxima of probabilities.
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33. Another way of relating power curves and likelihoods is to take the
choices as fixed—for example as two-way, in hypothesis testing. Then the
division of the sample space into a critical region and its complement can
be thought of as a decision to observe a new random variable, T, which
takes the value 0 if the sample points fall in the critical region and 1 if it
falls outside. The power curve of the test procedure will then be the likelihood, given T = 0, perhaps rescaled.
34. Thus any likelihood can be regarded as a power function, and any
power function can be regarded as a likelihood, except only for the fact
that in the case of the power function the ordinates of the curve represent
actual probabilities, while with the likelihood function the ordinates will,
in general, only be proportional to probabilities. The principal advantage
of power functions over the corresponding likelihoods lies in the fact
that, if the maximum of the power function is low, we may be inclined to
doubt the adequacy of the mathematical model, whereas if we use likelihood we are taking the model as gospel. We have already stated that for
the present we are assuming the validity of the model, so that the only
question at issue is the value of the parameter; in real life, of course, we
shall not have such faith. But the adequacy of the model must in any case
be tested by another mode of argument, the simple test of significance,
based on our disbelief that miracles can be reproduced. Briefly, if we find
that our observation has very tiny probability, for any value of the parameter, we shall be suspicious of the model; and we shall regard our
suspicions as confirmed if, on repeating our observations, we find again a
similar result.
35. Returning to our position of unquestioning faith in the model-or,
rather, of leaving this issue on one side-it would seem that the maximum
of a power curve will have little relevance in relation to a result already
obtained-though it could, of course, be very relevant in advance planning
of an experiment. If the result appears at best improbable, we simply
have to say that improbable events must occur with no more, but also
with no less, than their appropriate frequency, no matter how surprised
we may be that they should happen to us. And in this case, we can argue
that in looking at the power curve we shall be looking at the relative sizes
of its ordinate; viewing it, in fact, as we would a likelihood curve.
36. Reasoning along these lines, I would suggest, it appears that the
central and most valuable concept of the Neyman-Pearson approach to
statistical inference, that of the power curve or operating characteristic,
can be regarded as essentially equivalent to that of a likelihood function.
Such differences as there are arise from the use of the concept of power in
the advance planning of experiments, with which we are not at present
concerned.
37. Turning now to the Bayesians, these range from the strict adherents
of the doctrine of personal probability, such as Savage and De Finetti,
through those like Jeffreys and Lindley who think there is some way of
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expressing, in prior probability terms, a state of ignorance, to those, like
Robbins and Esther Samuel, who advocate an ‘empirical’Bayes approach.
I have mentioned only those who have identified themselves rather strongly
with a particular point in the spectrum of opinions. Many practical
statisticians, including myself, have advocated the use of the Bayesian
approach in connexion with decision problems, with a prior distribution
arrived at by making use, in a necessarily rather informal way, of whatever
information is available about the parameter externally to the experiment
in question. The majority of papers now being published in the field of
sampling inspection, for example, seem to be written from this point of
view. While the existence of this body of opinion should not be forgotten
—especially if, as happens sometimes, the impression gets abroad that
statisticians are hopelessly entangled in internecine disputes over foundations-when we are discussing principles it is better to focus on the more
radical points of view.
38. We may notice first that all Bayesians agree in taking the information
from the experiment to be embodied in the likelihood function L(6). For
them, the basis of whatever action we may take, or opinions we may form,
is the posterior distribution whose ordinates are proportional to the
product of those of the prior distribution and the likelihood ordinates.
Thus any of the Bayesian positions effectivelyamounts to a set of prescriptions as to how to use the likelihood function from an experiment. So that
in pursuit of the œcumenical aims we have in mind, we can say that the
Bayesians can be brought under the likelihood umbrella, as can the
adherents of the Neyman-Pearson school.
39. In view of the universal importance which attaches to the likelihood
function, it is remarkable how little attention is paid, in textbooks of
statistics, to discussing the forms the likelihood function may take. If any
of us were asked to sketch the general shape of the Normal curve, or a
typical Poisson or binomial distribution, we could all do so without
having to stop and think. But I wonder if the same could be said, for
instance, of the likelihood function for a Poisson parameter, on the basis of
a sample with given total? We do not have terms with which to classify
or describe the various shapes of likelihood functions, except those, such
as multimodal, which can be taken over straight from terms describing
statistical distributions. This is surely something that should be corrected.
But meanwhile, it is worth asking, why this neglect?
40. One reason is the general neglect of estimation problems in favour
of tests of significance which has been a regrettable feature of textbooks
for so long. This is being remedied in the more recently published books.
Another is the unwillingness, which seems to be widespread, to consider
any formulations of the problem of estimation intermediate between
those which are referred to as ‘point estimation’ and ‘interval estimation’.
We do sometimes-very rarely, I think-need to choose a single number to
represent the best guess we can make as to the value of a parameter; and
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we do, more often, need to see what values of a parameter are not ruled
out by the data as too implausible. But surely we usually need to know
more-towards what sets of values do the data point, and how strongly?
And although the art of the combination of observations, and of the
reduction of data, tend to be regarded as somewhat old-fashioned, they
still remain important parts of the work of statisticians; and for these
purposes, when it is applicable, the likelihood function is pre-eminent.
41. Another reason, perhaps, for the relative neglect of the study of
the likelihood function is the undue concentration there has been on the
method of maximum likelihood. When data storage facilities were extremely
mediocre it was sensible to use the fact that the logarithmic derivative of
the likelihood function is often nearly linear to summarize the description
of it by specifying where its graph crossed the θ -axis (the maximum
likelihood estimate), and the slope at that point (the standard error); if
only two numbers could be stored, these two would often be the best
choice in order to permit an approximate reconstruction of the likelihood
function from them. But such need for economy is less typical now, and
our habits should change to correspond.
42. Returning to the discussion of Bayesian approaches to inference,
they have in common the view that something is needed to complement
the likelihood function in the interpretation of experimental data. The
empirical Bayesians suggest that the data should be complemented by
other information derived from experiments involving similar parameters
-not the same parameter, since if we have other experiments on the same
parameter these will provide a likelihood function which can be combined
with that from the current experiment to produce a resultant likelihood
embodying all the experimental information. With the empirical Bayes
approach, therefore, we have to face the problem of deciding what other
cases of parameter estimation can be regarded as similar to the one we
have in hand at any given time. It is here, it seems to me, that the special
experience of actuaries should be highly relevant.
43. To illustrate the issue with a special case, consider the problem of
estimating the accident rate, per 10,000vehicle-miles, to 1500 c.c. cars of
make X and year Y.Information is likely to be available about the accident
rate for 1500c.c. cars generally, about the accident rate for cars generally
of that make, and perhaps to cars made in that year. If θ is the accident
rate we want to estimate, we can say that θ belongs to population A, of all
1500 c.c. cars, and so has prior distribution p( θ, A); also, θ belongs to
population B, of all cars of the given make, and so has prior distribution
p( θ, B); and again, θ belongs to the population C of all cars produced in
the given year, and so has prior distribution p( θ, Χ). We will very rarely
have any information about the joint behaviour of makes, years and engine
capacities, which would enable us to use the fact that θ belongs to all three
of A, B and C, and so arrive at a resultant prior p( θ, A, B, C.) Which
prior, then, are we to use? As I understand it, this problem must be similar
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to that which must be faced in deciding into what categories a set of
insurance risks should be divided.
44. Another aspect of the problem presents itself when we have data
only, for example, on 1500c.c. cars. We know that the car of make X and
year Y which we are concerned with is a 1500c.c. car; but it was not one
of the set on which the data about 1500 c.c. cars was based. It is a new
type of car. Is the information on other 1500 c.c. cars relevant to the
present one, or not?
45. The subjective Bayesian approach has won wide favour in applications to business problems, through the powerful advocacy of Raiffa and
Schlaifer. Rigorously interpreted, there is little that one who thinks in
terms of likelihood would find to disagree with in it, since so far as objective
statistical behaviour is concerned it says that the likelihood function is
precisely what needs to be communicated to anyone concerned to assess
experimental data. It is then for each individual who has the information in
the likelihood function to combine it with his personal prior distribution,
and act or infer accordingly; but no one individual should try to foist his
prior on to anyone else. Thus the practice sometimes adopted by adherents
of this school, of adopting some particular prior as in some obscure
sense ‘natural’ and reporting the posterior distribution resulting from
combining the likelihood with this chosen prior, is really inconsistent with
the viewpoint adopted.
46. Another possibly dangerous misinterpretation of the subjective
Bayesian approach arises sometimes in connexion with risk analysis,
venture analysis, and such techniques for the assessment of capital
investment proposals. Instead of attempting to make single-figure predictions of future production, sales, prices, etc., and applying the usual
discounted cash flow analysis to these returns, the forecasters are asked to
set values L, U, say, such, for example, that they are willing to bet 10 to 1
that the actual figure will be above L and also bet 10 to 1 that the actual
figure will be below U. They are asked also to give a value M such that they
think the actual figure is as likely to lie above M as to lie below it. Then on
the basis of L, M and U as percentiles, a probability distribution is estimated
for the figure in question. Combining this distribution with others involved
in the problem, arrived at in a similar way, it is possible to arrive at a
distribution of values on net present worth, instead of a single-figure
assessment. It is most important to realize that all that is achieved here by
the application of the rules of probability is internal consistency of behaviour; there is no guarantee whatever that procedures based on this method
will in the long run prove most profitable. For this to happen, the actual
long-run frequency with which actual figures lie below L must be about
1/l1, the long-run frequency with which they are below it4 must be around
l/2, and so on; and, perhaps most important and most difficult to achieve,
the quantities which are treated as statistically independent in the calculations must in fact be approximately independent in the actual long run
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of experience. It is most important that feedback provisions should be
incorporated into any system of venture analysis to secure that such
agreement with long-run frequency should (in the not-so-long run!) be
achieved. Above all, those who construct the component distributions
need to be quite clear that agreement with long-run frequency should be
the aim.
47. The ‘logical Bayesian’ approach of Jeffreys and Lindley, according
to which there are ways of expressing ignorance of a parameter in terms of
a suitable prior distribution, is perhaps the most difficult one to discuss
briefly. Perhaps I may be allowed simply to state my view, that in general
such a description of total ignorance is impossible. But this does not rule
out the possibility that in special cases-where, for example, the parameter
θ in question may properly be regarded as an element of a group-we may
be able to express ignorance. In the case of a single parameter, it is natural
to use a prior measure which is equivalent to the Haar invariant measure
for the group-with scale parameters, which form a group under multiplication, for instance, the measure with element d θ/θ is invariant, since
the integral of this from any point a to any point b is the same as the
integral from ca to cb, for any positive c-both integrals being log b/a.
The uniqueness of the Haar measure guarantees the avoidance of the
paradox that Boole arrived at from Bayes’s postulate of uniform prior
distribution. But when the parameter is not an element of a group-and
sometimes when it is an element of a multidimensional group, difficulties
arise. Dr Novick has used some order considerations, instead of group
structure considerations, to arrive at natural priors in some instances.
Both group approach and the ordering approach of Dr Novick, lead to
results formally similar to those reached by the fiducial argument, in
many cases; and my impression is that the connexion is not purely superficial. But just as the fiducial argument cannot always be applied, so I
think we cannot always find a prior distribution which expressesignorance.
Jeffreys’s suggestion that an international science commission should lay
down priors in difficult cases is really no more than a way of suggesting
that the likelihood function should be quoted in these cases-no one will
really believe the conventional priors, and, since they are specified, it will
be possible to deduce the likelihood from knowledge of the posterior
distributions. Indeed, since in continuous cases (as Laplace remarked
long ago) any smooth prior distribution for θ is equivalent to a uniform
prior distribution for some function of θ; and since with a uniform
prior the likelihood and the posterior density are proportional to one
another, the suggestion of an international commission to lay down
standard priors amounts to proposing an international agreement to
express likelihood functions in terms of certain types of parameter-and
such an agreement would clearly have some merit, though it would not
by itself justify integration of the resulting likelihoods. The attempt of
Jeffreys and Perks to relate the prior to the distribution of the observations
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meets and, I think, fails to resolve, the difficulty that one and the same
parameter may enter into the distribution of observations in two different
types of experiment, and so might have to be given two different prior
distributions.
CONCLUSION
48. Instead of emphasizing the differences between schools of thought on
statistical inference, I have tried above to emphasize their points of agreement. In agreeing, one way or another, on the importance of the likelihood
function, the various schools are in a measure of agreement which goes
a good deal further than is commonly supposed-particularly if we are
prepared, as I am, to agree that the likelihood function may be interpreted
sometimes with reference to a prior distribution when this latter is a
suitable way of expressing information about the parameter external to the
experiment in question.
49. Another point that should be borne in mind, relating to agreement
between statisticians, is that I know of no one who does not in fact accept
the simple significance test type of argument in those cases where it really
falls to be used-indicated above, where the alternatives to the hypothesis
being tested cannot be specified in parametric terms. And, perhaps most
important of all, we must not forget that a great part of statistics is, and
always will be, concerned with the ways in which data can be re-presented
so as to suggest hypotheses and structure, rather than to test them in any
formal way, or to estimate any formally specified parameters. This work,
of ‘data analysis’ as it is coming to be called, is most important, and is
having a tremendous phase of development thanks to the more powerful
methods of data presentation that have come to us as a result of computers.
And it owes little or nothing to the Bayesian, and nothing at all to the
likelihood approach. It generates its own controversies, like any other
lively subject-recent discussions about smoothing the periodogram
may be cited as instances—but these are not excessivelyprotracted. Thus
we statisticians do really agree on major issues-and I include actuaries
along with statisticians. Above all, we are united, I hope, in our view of the
importance of our subject!
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ABSTRACT OF THE DISCUSSION
Prof.G. A. Barnard,in introducingthe paper,saidthat he feltnot onlyhonouredbut
particularlypleasedto be giventhe opportunityof presentingthe paperto a body of
peoplewho,probablyfor longerthan anyoneelse,had beenengagedin the application
of mathematical
doctrineandprobabilities
in theaffairsof life.
In § 2 he had indicatedhisviewthat the controversy
betweenthe so-calledsubjective
degreeof belieftheoryof probabilityand the frequencytheoryof probabilitywasfalse
and that the oneentailedthe other.
Startingin § 4 he had madean historicalreview,pointingout, firstof all,the interpretationofBernoulli’s
theoremaboutnumbersto giveestimatesof probabilities
in terms
of observedfrequencies
whichhad beencurrentin the timeof De Moivre,whoshortly
precededBayeswhoattemptedto go somewhatfurtherin givinga preciseestimateof the
probabilitylimitsfor a probability.
Bayeshadpostulatedthat an unknowneventprobabilityshouldbe takento beequallydistributedbetweenanytwomaindegrees,but Bayes
himselfhad statedthat he had doubtsas to the generalapplicability
of that argument.
In § 8, he had drawnattentionto the factthat the period1838–40
had beenone in
whicha greatdealofdiscussion
oftheprinciplesofthesubjectwentonandhehadnamed
someof thoseactiveat the time.It wasthe timeof the formationof societies
suchas the
StatisticalSociety.Hisopinionwasthat a greatmanyof the notionsandideaswhichhad
becomecurrentagainwithinthe past ten or twentyyearshad beencurrent,possibly
in a somewhatlesspreciseform,aroundthat time.In particular,Booleseemedto have
had the clearestnotionson the subject,and it wasa remarkablefeatureof his work
that he had beenparticularlyclearon the factthat theremightwellbea problemwhich
wasposedquite correctlymathematically
but to whichthe solutionwasnot unique.
Somehad a habitof thinkingthat if a problemwerecorrectlyposed,thereshouldbe a
uniqueanswer.Whencontemplatedin that bareform,the fallacywasobvious,but in a
coveredup versionit affecteda greatdealofthinking.
AfterBoole,the subjecthad declineduntil the turn of the century,and in particular
untilFisherhad comeon to the scene.Thecentralthoughtof Fisher’sworkwasrested
in the notionof sufficiency,
the ideathat it waspossibleto takea greatmassof dataand
to sum it up in a relativelysmallnumberof statisticswhichestimatedthe parameters.
Theaimwasto securethat as muchof the relevantinformationas possiblepassedfrom
the originalmassof data to the summaryof statistics,the smallnumberof statistics.
In particular,whenthat waspossiblewithoutthe lossof any information-whenthe
statisticssummarized
embodiedalltherelevantinformationin the data-the propertyof
sufficiency
wasobtained.Fisherhad beenbotheredwiththat for a longtime,and in his
day he had beenrestrictedto thinkingof summarizationof data in simplenumerical
terms.Currently,however,withthe graphicalapproachand computers,the summarization of data in the form of a functionwhichcouldbe drawnby a computercouldbe
envisaged.Fisherhad earlythoughtthat it mightbe possiblealwaysto findsufficient
numericalstatistics,but afterfifteenyearshe had finallyconcludedthat it wouldnot be
possible.It wasremarkabIe
that subsequently
it had turnedout that it wasalwayspossible to get sufficientstatisticsin the form of a graphof any likelihoodfunction.That
likelihoodfunctionalwaysembodiedallthe relevantinformationin the dataavailable.
He wasdiscussing
circumstances
in whichtheywerewhollysatisfiedthat the probabilitymodelbeingusedwas appropriateto the data. Othermodesof inferencewere
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applicablewhenthat wasnot the case.But whenthey werehappythat theirmodelof
Normaldistributionappliedto the data,thenthe likelihoodfunctionseemedto sumup
the informationwhichthedatahadto convey.
In § 28 he had saidthat the physicistshad alreadyadoptedthe practiceof quoting
theirresultsin the formof a likelihoodfunctionand that he understoodthat the geneticistsweredoingthe same.Hehad indicatedthereandlaterhowit waspossibleto think
aboutlikelihoodfunctionsandto interpretthemin relationto data.Thathadnothitherto beencommonpracticeandsomeexperience
wasneededif fullusewereto bemadeof
the ideas.
The essentialnotion of likelihoodand the idea of sufficiency
derivedfrom Fisher
had beenconsideredbefore,but therehad alsobeenthe veryimportantcontributionof
Jeffreyswhohad gotawayfromthe narrowconceptof prioruniformdistribution.
Perks
hadmadea similarsuggestionat aboutthe sametime.Therehad,however,beena great
dealof publicitylatelyin connexionwiththesubjective
Bayesian
schoolof inference
who
differedfromJeffreysand Perks.For example,Savageand De Finettideniedthe possibilityof expressing
ignorancein termsof a uniformor of any otherformof priordistributionbut consideredthat it wasthe job of eachindividualto providehis ownprior
distribution.
He had drawnattentionto the fact that, providedthat that pointof viewwasinterpretedquitestrictly,whatit wasreducedto wasthat whattheyshouldindicateto individualsaboutdatawasthe likelihoodfunction,becauseit wasthat whichwasmultiplied
by priordistributionto obtainthe posteriorbasisfor action.
In §§42and 43he had pointedout that it wasan importantfeatureof the likelihood
approachthat whenan individualneededto use it to interpretthe likelihoodfunction
in someparticularway,if he wantedto takeactionon the basisof data,he coulddo it
in variousways;he couldsupplythe priorfromhissubjective
imagination
or fromsome
empiricaldata aboutwhathe consideredto be relatedinformation.An illustrationof
car accidentrateswasgivenin §43.In fact,therewasoftensomedoubtwhichwouldbe
the mostrelevantinformationon whichto basethe priorand he suggestedthat the adviceof actuaries,whoweresureto havehad problemsof that kindto handle,wouldbe
extremelyvaluable.
In § 46 he had drawnattentionto the fact that, in risk analysisor the subjective
Bayesianapproachto investmentdecision,it wassometimesoverlookedthat it wasnot
enoughthat the probabilitiesenteringinto those calculationsshouldreflector know
informationaboutthe subjectmatter.If the investmentswereto be profitable,it was
importantthat there shouldbe a closerelationshipbetweenthe probabilityand the
actualfrequencyof the eventsin question.Thatwassometimesoverlookedandit could
leadto seriousmiscalculations.
Throughoutthe paperhe had drawnattentionto the fact that whilststatisticians,
perhapsby nature,tendedto disagree,as didanyothergroupof peoplewhowerelively
intellectually,
theymightbe creatingan impressionof a greatdealmoredisagreement
than in fact existed.Therewasuniversalagreementwith the principleof sufficiency,
at leastin itsnarrowinterpretation,
andfromthat followedthe importanceofthenotion
of likelihood.Thereweremanyproblemswhichweredescribedas data analysiswhere
in anycasethe formalization
of the problemwasnot sufficiently
rigidto allowthe applicationof any of the ideaswhichhe had beendiscussing.
In fact,whiletheremightbe
disagreements
on those matters,statisticiansagreedon majorissues-andamongthe
statisticians
he includedactuaries-andabovealltheyagreedon the importanceof the
subject.
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Mr L. M. Eagles,in openingthe discussion,said that in the paperthe author had
provideda clearand concisesummaryof the viewsof leadingstatisticians
and philosopherson Bayes’stheoremand Bayes’spostulatesincetheywereformulatedmidway
throughthe eighteenthcentury.The latterpart wasconcernedwithan examinationof
the variousschoolsof thoughtthen currentamongstatisticians
concerningthe nature
of statisticalinference.
Thecontroversies
as to the wayto drawconclusions
aboutthe underlyingparameters
fromdata sprangfromthe deeperquestionof the definitionof probability.Skillin the
practicalapplicationofprobabilities
wasconsideredoneof themarksofthe actuaryand
thusactuariesshouldhavea definitecontribution
to make.
It wastwentyyearssincethe Institutehad lastconsideredthe Bayesiancontroversy
at a SessionalMeetingwhendiscussingPerks’sinterestingpaperSomeObservations
on
InverseProbabilityincludinga NewIndifference
Rule(J.I.A.73,285),so that a further
consideration
ofthe subjectwastimely.
Therewasno questionthat Bayes’stheoremcouldbe appliedto derivetheposterior
distribution,wherethe priordistributioncouldbe completelyspecified,
for examplethe
trivialcasewherea knowndensitywassampled,but wherefullinformationon the prior
distributionwasseldomavailable.Shouldan attemptbe madeto incorporategeneral
evidenceabout the possiblenatureof the priorin the statisticalmodel,that couldbe
regardedas admissibleonlyif ‘probability’
couldbe regardedas distinctfrom‘limiting
frequency’.
For if thosewereidentical,then it wasclearthat no probabilitystatement
couldbe madeincorporatingthe investigator’s
feelingaboutthe natureof an unknown
prior. The statisticianwouldnecessarilyproceedon the basissolelyof the data with
whichhe waspresented—although
it shouldbe notedthat he wouldhaveto makean
assumptionas to the form of the underlyingdensity.As actuaries,however,theywere
familiarwith timerates,suchas mortalityrates,whichwerecertainlyprobabilities
but
couldnot, in his opinion,be entirelyregardedas limitingfrequencies.Therefore,he
agreedwiththe authorthat to define‘probability’
as ‘limitingfrequency’
wasnot satisfactory,for to assertthat wasto assertthat rationalmeasuresof probabilitywhichwere
not limitingfrequencies-asirrationalnumbers-andyetobeyedthe additiveandmultiplicativerules,werenotprobabilities.
It seemedto him preferableto defineprobabilitiesas measuresof rationalbelief
whichobeyedthe mathematicalrules of probability,and then to examinehow that
mathematical
modelcouldbeappliedto therealworld.
That approachmightseemto attemptto defineprobabilityby ignoringthe problems
whichphilosophers
hadfound.However,if actuarieswereto beconcernedwithattemptingsolutionsto practicalproblems,theirchiefconcernwasto knowwhetherthe mathematicaltheoryof probabilitygaveusefulsolutionsto their problems;theywantedto
knowhowtheycouldapplythosemathematical
tools.
Theyshouldnot, then,regardthe Bayesiancontroversyas betweentruth and error.
Therewerethreemajorapproachesto the problemsof estimationand inferencementionedin the paper.TwowereBayesian;the useof an invarianttransformation
to derive
the priorgiventhe sampledata,advocatedbyJeffreysandPerkswasone; the otherwas
that ofthe subjectivists
andempiricists
bothofwhomadoptedconsiderations
extraneous
to the datato determinetheprior.Bothof thoseapproachesthereforederiveda posterior
distributionby combiningthe likelihoodand a prior density.The third approachwas
that commonlyattributedto NeymanandPearson;that wasto seekto dividethesample
spaceinto tworegionsaccordingto the hypothesisit wasdesiredto test,in sucha way
that for a givenlevelof significance
theymaximized
the powerof the test.He thought
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that the investigatorshouldchooseamongthoseconceptualmodelsaccordingto the
problemwhichhe had in hand, keepingin mindthe limitationsof the modelthat he
decidedto utilize.
Thepaperdemonstrated
that the powerfunctionsof the classicaltheoryweredirectly
proportionalto correspondinglikelihoodfunctions.Thenceit should be noted that
whichever
modelwasadopted,the bestsummaryof the datawasthe likelihood,and so
it seemedto himthat oneof themostimportantsuggestions
wasthatadvancedin § 39—
that they shouldbecomefamiliarwith the shapesof likelihoodfunctions,whichthey
had neglectedby limitingattentionto maximumlikelihood.The Institutesyllabusfor
statisticsdid not giveanyprominenceto a descriptionof likelihoodfunctions.It wasa
subjectthathehad neverstudiedin detailandhefeltthatomissionoughtto beremedied.
Anotherpointwhichoughtto be madewasthat not onlydid the likelihoodafforda
completesummaryof the data,but it alsoexercised
a greaterinfluenceovertheposterior
distributionthan did the prior distribution,and that explainedwhy statisticianson
eithersideof the Bayesiancontroversywoulddrawthe sameinferencefroma bodyof
data.
As actuaries,the problemof statisticalinference—or,
more strictly,estimation—
withwhichtheyweremostcommonlyconfrontedwasthat of determiningthe ratesof
mortalityapplicableto a givengroupof lives.The applicationof Bayesianmethodsto
the problemsof timerateswasconsideredby Perksin his paperto the Institute.Perks
obtainedasthe bestestimateof the ratethe ratioof the numberof deathsto the exposed
to risk multipliedby the numberof unit time-intervals
involved.However,that wasa
problemwherean empiricalBayesianapproachmightbeof interest.
It wasfrequentlythe casethat, for a givengroupof lives,theywouldbe preparedto
layveryheavyoddsthatthemortalityratefora certainagelayin a certainnarrowrange.
Eor example,in examining
a lifeofficeexperience,
the mortalityratesmightbeexpected
to comparecloselywiththosederivedfrom C.M.I.data. In that situationit seemedto
him that it wasquite legitimateto makean assumptionaboutthe priordistributionof
qx,and that usefulresultscouldbe obtainedevenif the shapeof the prioradoptedwere
veryelementary.
To give an illustration,supposeit were assumedthat the underlyingmortality
followeda mortalitytablefor whichqx= 0.1,that at agex, 1,000liveswereexposedto
risk, and that therehad been80 deaths.Wasthereevidenceof a realreductionin the
rate of mortality?Supposethey assumeda 3-pointdistributionfor the prior, the
probabilityqx= 0.08being0.1,the probabilityqx= 0.1being0.8,and the probability
qx= 0.12being0.1,so that itsmeanandmodewereat 0.1.Assumingthat the numberof
deaths were binomiallydistributed,the posteriordistributioncouldbe derivedby
applyingBayes’stheorem.That wouldalso be a 3-pointdistributionwith probability
qx= 0.08 being 0.5742,the probabilityqx= 0.1 being 0.4257,and the probability
qx= 0.12being0.0001.Thustherewasclearevidenceof a realchangein the parameter,
and the best esimateof qxmightthen be consideredto be the meanof the posterior
distribution,or 0.0885.
Thesameresultcouldhavebeenobtainedin anotherway.It mighthavebeenassumed
that the standarddeviationof the distributionof deathswasabout 10,andthencethat
80 deathswasabout two standarddeviationsfrom 100deaths.Assumingthe normal
approximationto the binomialtherewasclearevidenceat a high percentagelevelof
significance
that therehad beena changein the levelof mortality.Theadvantageof the
methodof usinga priordistributionwasthat it showedthe actuaryhowfarhecouldgo
in makinga cautiousestimateofallowingan improvement
in mortality.
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Dr I. J. Good(a visitor)welcomedthe opportunityof contributingto the discussion
sincesubjective
probabilityhad beenoneof hisrulingpassionsfor over30yearsand he
had mademuchpracticaluseof it since1940.He agreedwithmostof the paperbut he
thoughtthat it wouldbe moreusefulif he commentedon pointsof disagreement
and
on extensions,ratherthan on pointsof agreement.
In § 1 therewasa referenceto the invariancetheoriesof Jeffreysand Perks.For a
t-categorymultinomialsample,their theoriesgiveriseto initialdensitiesproportional
respectively
to (p1p2...pt)-½and (p1p2...pt)-1/t,whichcouldnot both be right.They
wereconcernedwiththe estimationof the physicalprobabilities,
pt. Butit seemedto him
that, if theirargumentsweresound,theyshouldbe usefulfor significance
testingalso—
that was,for testingwhetherthe equiprobable
hypothesis
p1= . . . = pt = l/t wastrueor
approximately
true.Hehad found,however,that neitherof thosedensitieswasadequate
for that purpose;andthe densityproportionalto (p1.. .pt)-1,as proposedbyA. D. Roy
and D. V. Lindley,wasactuallydisastrous,sinceit forcedthe acceptanceof the null
hypothesisirrespective
of the sample,exceptin the extremecasein whichonlyoneof the
t categorieswasrepresentedin the sample.(SeeTheEstimation Probabilities,
of
M.I.T.
Press,1965,pp. 28 and 38; ‘Howto EstimateProbabilities’.
J. Inst. Math.Applies.2,
1966,364–83,esp. p. 374;and ‘A Bayesiansignificance
test for MultinomialDistributions’,J.R.S.S.SeriesB, forthcoming).On 22 Marchhe wouldbe givinga detailed
paperon significance
testsfor the multinomialdistributionfromthe Bayesianpoint of
viewat the RoyalStatisticalSociety,so he wouldnot saymoreaboutit untilthen.
He agreedwiththe authorsaboutthe importanceof an examination
of the principles
underlyingthe formationof categories,so muchso that he had advocateda newname
for it—‘Botryology'—based
on the Englishprefix‘botry’from the Greekmeaninga
clusterof grapes.(TheScientistSpeculates,
Heinemann,London,1962,pp, 120–32.)
In § 2 there was an implicationthat the limitingfrequencydefinitionhad to be
acceptedif the additionand productlawswereaccepted.But that wasmisleadingsince
the Vennlimit,as it wassometimescalled,appliedto someintinitesequences
that would
not be regardedas randomsequencesand thereforewasunacceptable
as a definitionof
probability.It neededto be elaborated,as wasdoneby von Mises,if it wereto serve
as a definition.But thenit becamecomplicated.
In § 9, the histogramwasdescribedas ‘perhapsthe mostusefulof all statisticaldevices’.He thoughtthat countingwasevenmoreuseful,and it led at onceto binomial
and multinomialsamplingof whichthehistogramwasvirtuallya specialcase.
In $ 13,it wassaidthat likelihoodmightbe heldto measurethe degreeof rational
beliefin a conclusionin an importantclassof cases.He wouldliketo knowwhatthat
classof caseswassincehe couldnot seehowthe classcouldbe describedwithoutreferenceto subjectiveor logicalprobability.Thelikelihoodwasallrightif eitherthe initial
distributionwasuniformor elseit wassmoothandthe samplewaslarge.
In § 16therewasa referenceto thefiducialargument.In hisopinionthatwasanargument basedon a simplefallacyexceptwhenit wasinterpretedin termsof a Bayesian
argument,aswasdonebyJeffreys.
It wasabouttimethatthefiducialargumentwasquietly forgotten.
In § 18thereshouldbe a referenceto G. F. Hardy’suseof the betadistributionas an
initialdistribution,as an improvement
on Bayes’spostulate(1889,in correspondence
in
InsuranceRecord,reprintedin T.F.A.8,in 1920).
At the endof § 20,therewasa suggestionthat initialdistributions
shouldnot beused
in the communication
betweenscientists.That seemedto him to bewrong.Hethought
it usefulto mentionthe implicationsof variousassumptionsconcerningthe initial
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distributions, provided that the assumptions were stated clearly. In that respect the
initial probabilities and distributions had much the same status as a statistical model
of any other kind.
Regarding § 24, it was not true that H. E. Robbins originated the empirical Bayes
method in its mathematical form. Turing had done so in 1941, in connexion with the
estimation of the probabilities of species, and he (Dr Good) had published that work
with extensions in 1953 (Biometrika, 40, 1953, 237–64; see also I. J. Good and G. H.
Toulmin, Biometrika, 43,1956,45–63). When he (Dr Good) had lectured on probability
estimation at Columbia University a few years previously, Prof. Robbins himself had
pointed out that, in the species problem, the method which he had described was an
example of the empirical Bayes method. He had felt like the man who discovered that
he had been writing prose all his life.
In § 28, it was said that q 1 was more plausible than q 2 when its likelihood was higher.
If ‘plausible’ meant ‘probable’ then Bayes’s postulate was implicit. If it did not mean
‘probable’, then he would like to know what it did mean.
In § 34, it was said that if their observation had very tiny probability they would be
suspicious of their model. But observations of continuous variables nearly always had
very tiny probability. He thought that that difficulty could be resolved by making use of
the ‘surprise index’ (see, for example, Annals of Math. Statist. 27 (1956), 1130–5 and
28 (1957) for corrections).
Regarding the problem considered in § 43, some relevant work on the estimation of
small probabilities in contingency tables was given in J.R.S.S. Series B, 18 (1956), 113–
24, in Annals of Math. Statist. 34 (1963), 911-34, and in his own M.I.T. monograph
mentioned earlier.
In § 48 there seemed to be an implication that there either was or was not an adequate
initial distribution, that everything was black or white. The partial ordering of probabilities, which had been emphasized by Keynes, Koopman, Good and C. A. B. Smith,
showed how various shades of grey could be introduced. Black and white were merely
extreme forms of grey.
Again, to say that data analysis, or ‘datum analysis’ as it should be called, owed little
to the Bayesian, was to say that it had little logic behind it, that it was an art or technique rather than a science. It used mathematics and computers as tools, but Picasso
had suggested the use of a painting machine as an adjunct to the artist. When datum
analysis became more scientific it would probably be based on two things, first, the psychology of perception applied to the presentation of data in easily assimilable form, and,
secondly, the ordering of hypotheses according to their simplicity, where the simplicity
of a hypothesis would be related to its subjective or logical probability. Since the
psychology of perception depended on information theory and subjective probability,
it seemed to him that scientific datum analysis would lean heavily on Bayesian methods.
To say that a statistical technique did not depend on subjective probability was tantamount to saying that it did not depend on rationality. To the Bayesian, all things were
Bayesian.
Prof. M. S. Bartlett (a visitor), expressed his appreciation of the author’s survey and
congratulated the Institute on having arranged it. All agreed that the questions were
fundamental and the attempt to reconcile various views was to be praised. All he wanted
to do was to underline some of the important points which the author had made.
The first was to emphasize that there was a division between probability as a belief
and probability as something founded on frequency. In some sense frequency had to be
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seriously considered as a basis for any probability which was to be of practical use.
There was not one BayesffianSchool but at least three. Two of those used subjective
probability in one sense or another. There was the subjective or personal probability of
Savage, Good and others, and the slightly different view of Jeffreys, where a certain
amount of convention was used in assessing prior probabilities. The author noted that
that meant that an appeal would have to be made to an international commission to
have those approved, and that would be a very dangerous situation. The other view of
prior probabilities was certainly not applicable in all cases, but it was important to
consider when it was applicable. It considered prior probability in some sense to be based
on frequency.
That view tied in with the empirical approach of Robbins or Turing. In the company
of actuaries it was especially important to stress that approach because if they were considering the application of probability methods in insurance and actuarial work, it
would be no good, if an insurance firm went bankrupt, to plead that the assessment of
probability on which various risks and approximations had been based, in fact had
been entirely consistent in the actuary’s judgment with his own various probabilities!
That would not be received very favourably by the people who had lost their money!
The various issues should be judged by their success or failure. To a certain extent that
was basing them in the long run on a frequency basis. It was important to stress the difference between an empirical attitude of some kind, where various methods were based on
results, and just pleading internal consistency.
He did not entirely cavil with the emphasis in the paper on the importance of the likelihood function, but he had some niggling doubts about the value of the study of
likelihood functions in general. He was not so keen on the comment that there was now
no difficulty in having many tapes from computers containing all sorts of results. There
was the situation in which a summarization of the data was demanded-not more and
more results-whether
they were likelihood functions or functions of an unknown
parameter or anything else!
As for the summarization, it could be argued that the original data were equivalent
to the complete likelihood function, perhaps better because it did not depend on any
specific probability theory, which might be inaccurate.
In § 3, the author said that there was an analogy with two different definitions of
temperature—as the function of state variables which was the same for all bodies in
thermal equilibrium, and as the energy of motion of molecules of an ideal gas. In fact,
the definitions of terms of mechanics demonstrated more insight into the subject than
the thermodynamic view. And even the thermodynamic view was rather more concrete
than the analogy of probability as a subjective probability. He remembered Prof. van
Dantzig comparing the subjective assessment of probability with the attempt to assess
temperature by measuring their own feelings, as to whether it gave them the shivers or
not! That would not be a method of dealing scientifically with temperature!
Prof. J. Durbin (a visitor), expressed pleasure in being invited to attend the meeting and
being invited to participate in the discussion. He added his congratulations to the author
for his excellent review of a basic problem. He also coupled with that a personal tribute
to him in gratitude for all he had learnt over the years from his many public discussions
of statistical inference.
Indeed, his first serious doubt about the basis of the sampling theory approach to
statistical inference had arisen after the paper presented by the author before the Royal
Statistical Society with two colleagues, four or five years previously. In his contribution
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to the discussion
on that occasionhe,(Prof.Durbin),hadexpressed
concernaboutthe
justificationof conditionaltests.Thinkingaboutthat furtherhad led him moreand
moreto doubtthebasisof conventional
statistical
inference.
Discussions
of inverseprobability
versusthe samplingtheoryapproachhadofcourse.
takenplacemanytimesoverthe previous100to 150years.He didnotagree,however,
that that wasa quasi-religious
questionon whichthe samethingsweresaidtimeand
timeagain,becausea greatdealof theoretical
workhadbeendoneas a resultof which
genuineprogresshadbeenmadeoverthepast60years.Manyavenuesofhopehadbeen
followedup andmanygoodideashadbeendemonstrated
to leadnowhere.
In hisviewthe keyto the understanding
ofthe problemlayin a studyof thedevelopmentof Fisher’sideas.Earlyin hiscareerFisherhadtakenup the firmpositionsymbolizedbythat graphicphrasein hisStatistical
Methods‘Thetheoryof InverseProbability
is foundeduponan errorand mustbewhollyrejected.’
Fisherhad beenoneof thefirst
people,however,to recognize
someof the difficulties
in the samplingtheoryapproach
and he had introducedthe ideasof conditionaltestsand fiducialtheoryas a wayof
meetingthem.In doingso heappearedto the speakerto havebeengropingfora theory
nottoo farfroma Bayesian
systembutwithoutthesubjectivist
associations
ofthelatter.
Herecalledthekeenexpectation
withwhichmanyhadlookedforwardto theappearance
of Fisher’sbookin 1956,hopingthatit wouldpresenta coherentsystem.It hadbeena
disappointment
to findthathewasunableto completethetheorieswhichhehadstarted
so brilliantly.
Sincethen,manyotheroutstandingpeoplehad workedon problemsof conditional
tests,fiducialtheoryandthe likelihood
principleasprovidinga basisforinference
without bringingin a prior distribution.
It wasbecominggenerallyagreedamongprofessionalsthat thoseinquirieshad led to disappointment,
at leastas far as developing
a
coherentsystemof inferencewasconcerned.
Personallyhe took a somewhatintermediate
positionbetweenDr GoodandProf.
Bartlettandwishedto saya wordabouttheimplications
ofsucha positionfortheteaching of statisticsin universities.
Manyweremovingto a positionwheretheycouldsee
somemeritin approaching
someinference
problemsfroma Bayesian
pointof viewbut
wouldnot wantto basetheirteachingprimarilyon thatstandpoint.
Duringthe previous50yearsconventional
mathematical
statisticshaddeveloped
into
a subjectofgreatintellectual
distinction.
Whileteachingit hehadfeltthatitseducational
valuewasenormous,both in the natureof the problemsposedandin the methodsof
solution.An advancedcourseon statisticalinferencebasedon the samplingtheory
approachhad a verysubstantialcontent.If theywerelimitedentirelyto a Bayesian
standpointbasedon personalprobability,
almostall that wascut out in one stroke.
Essentially,
all theycurrentlyneededto teachwashowto setuplikelihood
functionstogetherwitha fewgeneralruleson point,andperhapsinterval,estimation,
Theintellectual contentwouldbe verysmallcomparedwiththat of the previoustheory.If they
wishedto belesspersonalandto developteachingfromthemoreobjective
approachof
Jeffreysand Lindley—he
hadtriedthatin the pastyear—itwasfoundto be moredifficultto convincea classof studentsof the credibility
of the approachas comparedwith
that basedon samplingtheory.He concludedthat a switchfromthe samplingtheory
approachto a Bayesianapproachwouldhaveverysubstantialimplications
for the
contentof courseson statisticsat universities,
the consequence
of whichcouldnot yet
befullyforeseen.
In § 48the authorhadmentionedthatthedifferences
betweenschoolsof statisticians
werenot great.Too muchshouldnot be madeof that pointbecausein the speaker’s
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viewthesimilarities
werelargelyaccidental.
Thataroseinpartbecauseoftheremarkable
propertiesof the Normaldistributionandin partbecausemostof the problemswhich
Fisherhad usedas exampleshad a groupstructurewhichmadethemamenableto the
Jeffreystypeof treatmentso that both methodsgavethe sameanswer.He wondered
whetherthat wasto someextenta mathematical
accidentandnotbecauseof anyessentialsimilarity
ofviews.
Theauthor’sworkon statistical
inference
hadhada considerable
impactonthespeaker and he had thereforescrutinized
the papercarefullyto seewhetherhe coulddiscern
any movein the author’sviewssincethe paperbeforethe RoyalStatistical
Societyin
1962.At the end of § 48 the authorhad saidthat ‘thelikelihoodfunctionmightbe
interpretedsometimeswith referenceto a prior distributionwhenthis latterwasa
suitablewayof expressing
informationaboutthe parameterexternalto the experiment
in question’.He wouldliketo askthe authorthe crucialquestion,whetherin anycircumstanceshe wouldbe preparedto regardsubjective
knowledgeas informationfor
that purposeor whetherhewasspeakingonlyaboutsomekindof objective
distribution
of theparameters.
MrF. M. Redington
saidthathemightbemisunderstood
if hesaidthathewasnot very
wellacquainted
withabsoluteignorance:betterto saythathehadlittlerightto bespeaking in suchdistinguished
companybecausehis detailedknowledgeof the subjectwas
smallandrusty.Therewas,however,somethingwhichhe had wantedto sayfor many
yearsand whichhe had triedto sayin a paperon IdeasandStatisticsto theStudents’
Societytwelveyearsearlier.Readingthe author’spaper,herealizedthatthebattlewas
beingfoughtandwonby bettermenthanhimself,includingthe author.But he would
liketo sayit inhisownway.
Fromthe numberspresentat the meeting,it did not seemthat manymembersfelt
that priorprobabilities
wereof muchconcernto them.Theywere,however,the very
fibreoftheireveryday
life.Hewouldtakea simpleexample.
A didsomething.B said,‘YouknowwhyA didthat’-and proceededto analyseA’s
motives,usuallyto his discredit.Giventhat thosewereindeedA’smotives,then the
posteriorprobabilityof A’sactionwascertainty.Butthe explanation
wasknownto be
wrongbecauseit wasentirelyat conflictwiththeknownpriorviewofAandhismake-up,
Humanbeingsseldomdifferedaboutthe posteriorprobabilities.
It wasalwaysin the
priorprobabilities
thattherealdifferences
wereto befound.
Theparticularthoughtwhichhe wantedto expresswasthat theycouldneverfinally
judgea populationfroma sample.Returningto his example,supposetheywantedto
feedinto a computerallthe factstheycouldgatheraboutA in ordertojudgethe prior
probabilities
of his action.It wouldbe necessary
to put in A’shistory,whichincluded
his environment,
whichincludedhis parentsand the societyin whichhe lived,which
wouldincludetheirparentsand theirsocietyand so on. Therewasno stoppinguntil
the wholeof the universe,pastandpresent,and,somephilosophers
wouldadd,future,
had beenfedintothe computer.
The fact wasthat the universewasindivisible,
and a gooddealof the attemptsat
statisticalinferencewereessentially
attemptsto sub-divide
it-indeed,to detachscience
fromlife.He did not thinkthat that couldbe done,otherthanin examination
papers
and otherfairytales.Hewassorrythat mathematicians
didnotquietlyacceptthatfact,
becauseit wasnotonlyhelpfulbutcomforting.
It washelpfulbecausesciencewasalwaysat its mostaridwhensequestered.
It reached
G
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greater and greater heights of refinement on greater and greater trivialities. The life blood
of science came from outside itself.
He found it comforting because when he came to assess prior probabilities there came
a point at which he ought to say to himself, ‘Here, I am at the limit of pure reason.
Beyond this point lies the universe. I cannot pass, but nor can a computer. Nor for that
matter can Big Brother.’ He thought that those remarks were true, and obviously true
for the real world of A’s motives. In the final analysis they were true of every statistical
judgment.
There was-however tiny an element it might be for large random samples-a residual
uncertainty about the prior distribution which he might call the universal uncertainty.
In a way, that could be called a subjective approach, because the way out could only be
subjective. But on those grounds a theatre might as well be described as an exit house.
The concept needed a positive, almost aggressive, description. It was an indivisible
or unitary concept.
There was, and had been for 4,000 years, a certain suicidal tendency in science, to
cut itself off from life and live in a closed aseptic world of its own. He had felt that deeply
in his younger days when significance tests had been rife and much brilliant and profound nonsense had been talked. It was consoling to him to read in many passages
of the paper that more vital views were returning. There was much in the author’s
own expression of view with which he had sympathy, but the author had not said it in the
way in which the speaker wanted it said!
Mr L. V. Martin suggested that the whole concept of probability was an expression of
lack of knowledge. If the answer was known there would be no use for probability theory
at all. He thought it reasonable to say that the probability that the top card of a shuffled
pack of cards was a spade was ¼), but that was the probability only if they did not know
what that top card was. If they had had a surreptitious peep beforehand, probability
ceased to enter into it. If an event had happened but they did not know how it had
turned out, or if it were about to happen and they did not know how it would result, the
probability of success would be calculated on the basis of all the knowledge possessed
at the time. That estimate might be changed by later information, until doubt was
swallowed up in certainty. The difference between the estimate of probability at any time
and the eventual unity or nothing, was due solely to ignorance. With inverse probability
the same consideration applied. Imagine a condition in which they had no knowledge of
prior probability whatever; then a sample could reveal next to nothing about the posterior
probability. If they picked a ball out of a bag n times, replacing it each time, and each
ball was red, they could make no logical deduction about the bag’s contents, except the
trivial one that there was at least one red ball in the bag. Someone might have filled
the bag with white balls and added a single red ball to them.
The problem of scientific inference was also like that. Unless they made some assumption about the nature of the world, they could make no progress. Because things behaved in a regular way, they came to believe in the repeatability of experiments. If a
particular chemical experiment gave the same result half a dozen times, they were prepared to believe that it would always give the same result. That was because they had
assumed a prior probability distribution largely concentrated at nought and one; this
was assumed because experience showed that there were many ‘nought or one’ cases in
the universe, but the argument was not logically watertight. It therefore seemed to him
that any search for a prior probability distribution to represent complete ignorance was
rather like looking for the end of a rainbow; they would never get there. If they
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approached a problem in complete ignorance, they could not assume any one possible
prior probability distribution to be any more likely than any other. All that a sample
would do would be to eliminate some of the extreme cases. The experiment could tell
something useful only if they implicitly assumed a prior probability distribution,
either an objective one based on their knowledge of how the universe was made up or a
subjective one based on their whole experience of life. In fact, that was what they did in
practice time and again without realizing it. Unless they accepted, as they had to, that
they knew something of the universe being sampled, they could not obtain more than
the most trivial information from a sample. If scientific inference were to work, it could
not be based on a sound logical basis; they had to make an act of faith, and to base their
calculations on a subjective estimate of the prior probabilities involved. There seemed to
be nothing which could represent complete ignorance other than all the possible prior
probability distributions that could exist combined in unknown proportions.
Prof. P. G. Moore congratulated the author on his clear and detailed exposition of the
Bayesian approach to the problems of inference. Many practising statisticians treated
those problems of inference in a manner which tended to suggest that there was no
difference in practice between Bayesians and others. Put in a nutshell, the Bayesian
approach sought to provide a unified mathematical model of the way the mind worked
in all the varied situations where inference was required. Such an ideal was intellectually
attractive but, to put it in its setting, it was wise to consider, first, the differences between
the Bayesians and the scheme of inference commonly associated with Neyman and
Pearson—although in fact that scheme commonly included threads gathered from many
areas—and secondly, the effect that the prior distribution had upon the decisions made.
To highlight those two facets of the procedure and thus enable attention to be concentrated more firmly on the important issues, he would base his remarks on an illustration that had been used before, that of King Hiero’s legend. That had been first
expounded by L. J. Savage at a conference in London in 1959, and subsequently published in 1962 as part of a monograph entitled Foundations of Statistical Inference. The
discussion of the legend was later considerably extended in a talk by Prof. E. S. Pearson
given at Cornell in April 1961, subsequently published in its turn in the Annals of
Mathematical Statistics in 1962.
Briefly, the legend ran as follows: King Hiero had ordered a new crown and believed
that the goldsmiths might have adulterated the gold, either with lead or with silver.
Secondly, Archimedes had hit on the idea, presumably unknown to the goldsmiths, of
determining the density of the crown by weighing it in air and in water and also weighing
a specimen of known gold in both air and water. Thirdly, by that test Archimedes was
assessing some quantity l by means of a measure Y, which in turn might itself be the
mean of n independent test results xi. Fourthly, for pure gold, the procedure could be
arranged so that the l= 0, whilst for lead l>0 and for silver l<0. Fifthly, Archimedes
knew from earlier experiments that Y was Normally distributed about l with known
standard error s.
On the ‘standard’ significance test approach the King selected some small value a
in the range 0< a <l
at his discretion. Values such as 0.05 or 0.01 were commonly
chosen. He then computed the probability that the quotient Y/ s , where s was the standard deviation of Y, would be at least as large as the observed value, given that the
true value l were 0. If that probability were less than a, the King should reject the null
hypothesis that l = 0, and hang the goldsmiths, otherwise he should accept it.
The King, it was assumed, attached some credence to the possibility that there had
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beenno cheating—i.e.
that λ = 0, and alsobelievedthat therewassomedefinedprior
distributionof λ, conditionalon cheating.He wantedto hangthe goldsmithsif at all
guilty,otherwisenot. The Bayesianapproachsoughtto bringthat priorassessment
of
the situationintoconsideration
withtheexperimental
results,to forma posteriorassessmentofthesituation.
CalculationalongBayesianlinesshowedthat in that situationthe finalor posterior
oddsin favourof innocence( λ= 0)werea multipleof theinitialor priorodds,themultiplierbeingdependenton theinitialprobabilitydensityfor λ(givenλ ≠ 0).
To obtainsomerepresentative
results,assumethat the standarddeviationof the observedmeasureY is 0.25,and that the Kingonlyhangedwhenthe posterioroddson
guiltwereat least10to 1. Thenconsidertwo cases:in the first the prior probability
densityfor λ was π (λ)= 0.20for – 1 ≤ λ ≤ 2.5and zeroelsewhere.
The criticalvalue
for Y then fell at Y = 0.61.That cut-off pointfor Y corresponded
to a conventional
significance
levelof 0.015.
In the secondinstance,the prior probabilitydensityfor λ was π (λ)= 0.05 for
–1 ≤ λ ≤ 4andzeroelsewhere.
ThecriticalvalueforYwasnow0.85whichcorresponded
to a conventional
significance
levelof0.0007.
Thus,keepingthe posteriorodds situationfixed,the criticallevelseemed,as ought
surelyto be expected,to be sensitiveto the priordistributionadopted.Thatcouldmean
that a modelwhichwasclarifyingin theorymightbe difficultto applyin practicebecauseit calledforthe introductionof parameters
whosevaluesdidnot,inmanyinstances,
reallyexist.Alternatively,
the lessonto be learntfrom that analysismightbe that the
methodof approachwasof valuejust becauseit forcedthe Kingto faceup to issues
whichhewouldotherwisehavefailedto appreciatefully.
The analogycouldbe readilytransferredinto the areaof businessdecisions.For example,a capitalinvestmentdecisionregardingthe sizeof a plantto installwouldinstinctivelybejudgedby the notionof a priordistributionof the likelymarket.Thatinstinct
could,and oftenwould,be modifiedas the resultof a marketsurveyand the priordistributionturnedinto a posteriordistribution,fromwhichthe necessaryassessment
and
decisionwasmade.
The fact should,of course,be bornein mindthat muchof statisticswasconcerned
with estimationratherthan decision-making.
As the authorhad remarked,textbooks
customarilyemphasizedthe latter at the expenseof the former,yet practisingstatisticiansspenta largepart of their time advisingon estimationsituations.An appropriatesenseof perspectivehad, therefore,to be maintainedwhenconsideringthe role
of Bayesianstatisticswithinthespectrumof statistical
activity.
Mr T. H. Beechsaidthat he wasafraidthat in theiractuarialtrainingmanyof themhad
reachedperhapstoo easilythe conclusionthat the practicaleffectsof the deepphilosophicaldifferences
of principletendedto be minimalin mostcircumstances.
Although
theywereprobablywrongto let that viewswaytheminto someneglectof thoseconceptualproblems,nonethelessit wasreassuringto findno lessa statistician
thanthe author
confirming
theessentialvalidityofthatconclusion.
However,the return of Bayes’srule to a morecentralpositionthroughthe revival
in respectability
of subjectiveprobabilitynot onlyhad an influenceon existingproceduresbut openedup possibletreatmentsof situationspreviouslythoughtintractable.
In § 46 the authorwarnedof the dangersof a too freeuse of subjectiveprobabilities
assessedby askingquestionsof the bettingoddstype,althoughadmittingthat that procedureat leastledto consistentbehaviour,a situationbyno meanstypicalin thebusiness
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context.He feltthat the dangersof that approachto capitalprojectanalysisshouldnot
be exaggerated.
Evenif stillsomewhattentativeit appearedto pointthe wayforward,
and resultsshouldimproveas refinements
weredeveloped.Oneareain particularneed
of researchlay in the psychometricfield.It wasnecessaryto establishmore efficient
meansof bringinginto quantitativeformthe subjectiveprobabilitypatternlyingin the
manager’ssubconscious.
Askingfor a figureon whichhe wouldrequireoddsof 10to 1
wasa big stepforwardfrom askingquestionsin termsof a probabilityof x per cent,
but therewasstillan areaof unrealityremaining.Managersdidnot customarily
thinkof
their projectsas bettingoperations.He had a feelingthat therewasstilljust beyond
presentgraspa morerealisticwayof framingthe question.Of course,in yearsto come
theymightseea breedof managerswhothoughtin probabilityterms,but that wasa
longwayoff,and in the meantimetheyhad to do the besttheycould.Incidentally,
while
feed-backof actualresultsversusprobabilityforecastswasdesirable,the mannerof the
feedbackneededcarefulconsideration.
Stilldealingwitha managerunusedto probabilitythinking,theremightbemuchto be saidin principlefor not disclosingto himhis
long-runresults,the analystsinsteadadjustingthe probabilitylevelsappropriately.
In practice,however,that approachmightbe impracticable
owingto its givingriseto a
suspicionof chicanery,an impressionwhichshouldat all costsbe avoided.However,
the difficultyabout disclosingresultsto the managerand lettinghim do his owncorrectionswasthat hewouldprobablytendto over-correct
anda dampedoscillationmight
be set up. In any case,the relationshipbetweenactualand expectedresultswouldbe
unstablefor longerthanit needbe.Hisrecentremarks(J.I.A. 93, 211)
on a similardifficultyin the contextof subjectiveforecastingof StockExchangeinvestmentparameters
wererelevant.
Probablythe onlyrealsolution,albeita long-termone,wasnot onlyto havemanagers
trainedin theprobabilityapproach,but to encouragethemto makesubjective
probabilty
estimatesas a matterof habiton day-to-daymattersso as to developtheir abilitiesin
that directionto a highlevel.It wassuggestedthat continualpractice,withthe necessary
feed-backof results,wouldgo a longwayto solvingthe keyproblemof bringingto the
surfacethe subconsciousprobabilities.
That in itselfwouldbe a great step forward.
Moreimportantstill,eachmanagerwould,throughthe feed-backof results,be enabled
graduallyto improvehisownprobabilitythinking.
On a morepedestrianlevel,theymighthopein any continuingprogrammeof estimationfor a gradualcrystallization
of priorprobabilitypatternsthroughthe feed-back
of data fromrelevantpreviousexercises.
The authormentionedin that fieldworkby
Robbins.Wouldhepleasegivea detailedreference?
Onedifficultywhichhe had alwaysfoundin acceptingthe utilitiesapproachwasthe
fact that the entire preferencepatternwith regardto uncertainprofitsand lossesof
amountsbelowa referencelevel,of, say,£10,000,wasdeterminedon the basisof the
certaintyequivalentscorresponding
to differentprobabilitiesof receivingor losingthe
full £100,000.
Thatresultwasdifficultto acceptfromthe common-sense
pointof view.
Hefoundit difficultto believethata person’sattitudesto variousopportunities
involving
relativelysmallgainsand lossescouldbe predictedpurelyfroma knowledgeof hisattitude to gainsand lossesof a singlereferenceamountchosenas beinglargerthan any
of the possibleoutcomes.Whileadmiringthe virtuosityof the argument,with its repeatedjumpsbackwards
andforwardsbetweenmathematical
andsubjective
probability,
he couldneverput awayan uneasyfeelingthat one of thosejumpswas,somehow,not
legitimate.He had a feelingthat there shouldbe a priceto pay for the reductionin
dimensionality
producedby the use of a singlepair of referenceamounts.If the price
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paidwasthat the resultsobtainedwerepurelynormativeand not realistic,it couldbe
that the pricepaidfor the convenience
of a singlepair of referencelevelswastoo high,
particularlywhenthoselevelswerechosento be outsidethe rangeof levelsof interest.
Whilethatchoiceavoidedthe dangersof extrapolation,
it probablyreducedthe accuracy
of the certaintyequivalents
whichthe managerquotedand on whichthe wholeexercise
wasthenbased.Perhapsthe authorwouldcomment.
A pleasingfeatureof the paperwasthe numberof matterstouchedon in brief,but
potent,asides.It wasinterestingto find,for example,the minimaxprinciplecut downto
size.Untilrecently,at anyrate,the attractivelysimplelogicinvolvedappearedto have
led to the useof the principlein manycontextswheresuchuse couldleadto over-conservatism.In the fieldof militarystrategy,for example,the assumptionthat any real
or potentialenemycouldor wouldact in the optimummanneras seenby the minimax
principleseemedquite unrealisticwhen the tremendousinertia embodiedin any
major government-military
machinerywas considered.Neglectof the bounds set
by such inertialfeaturescould lead to expensiveprotectionagainstpossibilities
that
werequiteunrealistic,to the detrimentof the pursuitof othermorerewardinglinesof
approach.
Finally,he wouldcommenton the examplegivenby the openerof the use of prior
probabilities
in connexionwithmortalityrates.Thegreatobjectionto the ‘significance’
approachwasthe essentialdiscontinuityof the process.Followedstrictly,it led to a
straightchoicebetweenacceptingthe null hypothesis(whichwasalmostcertainlynot
strictlytrue)andjumpingto the averageof a sampleas a newassessment.
Suchdiscontinuityseemedto goagainstthepatternof life.Usingthe Bayesian
approach,particularly
when based on a continuousprior distribution,each newexperimentpermitted,by
feed-back,a changeof opinion,whichseemedboth realisticand rational.It mightbe
that in practicethe adjustmentto themortalitytableturnedout to be slightand it could
beignored,butit wasbetterthatthatshouldbea conscious
choiceon groundsof practical
expediency,
ratherthan an automaticresultarisingout of a probablyarbitrarilychosen
significance
level.
He had beena littleworriedwhenthe examplewasintroducedin termsofa priordistributionconcentratedat threepoints,althoughthe finalstepof averagingaccordingto
the posteriorprobabilities
eventuallyshowedthe ‘continuous
adjustment’feature.However,thatfeaturewasa particularvirtueof the Bayesiantreatmentand as suchit might
havebeendemonstrated
morenaturallyiftheexamplehadbeenbasedon a priordistributionwhichwascontinuous,suchasthe Normal,ratherthanon oneconcentrated
at three
points.
Mr W. Perkssaid that whenhe had beeninvitedto closethe discussionhe had felt
gravedoubtsabouthisabilityto dojusticeto the paperand to thediscussion—although
at that timehe had not seenthe paper.Whilepartsof the paper,whichhe had enjoyed
reading,wereoverthe top of hishead,he had keptin touchwithmostof it. He hadalso
enjoyedlisteningto the discussion.The Institutewasfortunateindeedthat the author
had producedsuch an interestingpaperwhichhad provokedsuchan interestingand
valuablediscussion.Fortunately,it wasnot his but the author’sresponsibility
to reply.
He had beengladto hearthe openercomedownon the sideof thosewhobelieved
that the limitof relativefrequencywasnot enoughfor allprobabilitysituations.He had
committedhimselfto that positionin 1947and wasgladthat sincethenso manyothers
had comeroundto the samepointof view.He had not beenentirelyalonein that position but manyactuariesand statisticians
had not beenpreparedto acceptthat anything
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morethanthe limitofrelativefrequencywasrequired.Hehad beentreatedassomething
of a hereticin 1947andnowfoundthathehadbecomealmostorthodox.
He had beengladalsoto hearthe openersupportthe authorin the suggestionfor a
study of the shapesof likelihoodfunctions.That was important.It arosein many
statisticalproblemsand playedby far the greatestpart in the posteriordistributions.
Theopenerhadreferredto usingpast experiencein combinationwithcurrentdata for
timeratessuchas mortalityrates.He wasunhappyabout that, becausehe wouldnot
knowhowto fixthe relativeproportionsto beusedfor the pastexperience
and the new
experiencerespectively.
He mightdo somethinglikeit for hisownpurposesbutwould
not liketo makepublicanysuchsubjective
combination.
That kindof procedurehad, however,longbeenstudiedin Americaby the Casualty
ActuarialSocietyunderthe nameof ‘credibility
procedures’.
It wasimportantto appreciatethat the word‘credibility’
wasusedtherein a differentsensefromthat in which
Dr Good,forexample,referredto certainBayesians
as ‘credibilists’.
He lookedforwardwithkeeninterestto Dr Good’sforthcomingpaperon significance
testsfor the multinomialusingBayesiantheory.Hisown1947paperdid not dealwith
significance.
He wasstillnot quitesurewhetherindifference
priorshad anyrelevanceto
significance
tests.He ratherthoughtthat Jeffreyswasrightin givinga finitepriorprobabilityto the nullhypothesis.It didnot standa chanceotherwise.If a nullhypothesis
wasbeingtested,thereshouldbe a goodreasonfor posingit.
Dr Goodhadreferredto G. F. Hardy’sworkon Bayesin relationto hissuggestionof
the betadistributionto expresspriorinformationregardingthe binomialparameter.He
paid tributeto Dr Goodfor the punctiliouswayin whichhe alwaysgavehis references
and acknowledgments.
Dr Good appearedto saythat a priordistributionwasin effect
an assumptionratherin the samewayas the adoptionof the samplingmodelwasan
assumption.If that waswhathe meant,thenhe agreedwithhim.
Prof.Bartletthad referredto the factthat Jeffreyshad suggestedthat in caseswhere
there weredifficulties
in fixinga suitableindifference
prior, they mightbe settledby
internationalagreement—and
hehad addedthatthat wouldbedangerous.
In fact,hedid
not thinkthat it wouldbe verydangerous,becauseanypriorrulesthat had a chanceof
acceptancewouldhaveverylittleeffectin practiceon the posteriordistributionas anybodywhohad doneanyarithmeticin that fieldwouldappreciate.
Prof.Bartlettwasrightthat in insurancemattersand whenquotingpremiumsrelative
frequencies
(and,of course,averageclaims)wereof the utmostimportanceand it might
be that the neglectof objectivestatisticswasa majorcauseof recenteventsin motor
insurance.He (the speaker)stressedthat he was not personallyinterestedin prior
distributionsin practicalaffairs.Theplaceof priordistributionswasat the foundations
of the subject.
Prof. Durbinhad spokeninterestinglyabout the advantagesand disadvantages
of
basinga teachingcourseon Bayesianmethods.Theadvantagesof the completeunificationthat becamepossiblein statisticalinferenceseemedoverwhelming.
An enormousamountof workhad beendoneby mathematicians
and philosophers
on the Bayesianthemein the past 10yearsbut it wasnot possiblefor a busyactuary,
tryingto keepabreastof practicalaffairsaffectingthe responsibilities
of hisjob, to read
everythingon sucha wide-ranging,
theoreticalsubject,evenif, likethe speaker,he was
keenlyinterestedin it. Somethingof importancecouldeasilybe missed.But he was
comfortedby the thoughtthat leadingstatisticians
had alsobeenguiltyof that.
For example,he couldnot understandhowanyonecouldstillsupportthe Haldane
prior for the binomialparameter(i.e.,x–1(1–x)–1)sinceit had long ago beenshown
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to producequiteunacceptable
answersin caseswherethe sampleresultswereall successesor all failures.Similarobjectionsalsoappliedto the corresponding
multinomial
rule. He believedthat any prior rule purportingto expresstotal ignoranceought to
stand or fall by beingtestedto destruction.As far as he knew,the Jeffreys-Perks
binomialpriorhad stoodup to that testand he knewof no otherthat had doneso. Until
recentlyhe had thoughtthat hismultinomialpriorsimilarlystoodup to thattest,but he
had to confess—as
had alreadyappearedin print—thatDr Goodhad effectively
shown
casesin whichtherewastrouble,althoughhe feltthat it waspossibleto preservesomethingof theruleby distinguishing
betweenpriorandposteriorgroupingsof categories.
He felt that the author had rendereda valuableserviceby showingthe important
placetakenby the likelihoodas a commonfactorin the manydifferentapproachesto
statisticalinference.Thelikelihoodclearlyexpressedthe essentialcontentof the observationsbut of courseit did morethan that. It wasalsoessentially
dependentupon the
samplingmodelassumedfor goodor perhapsindifferentreasons.Asthe authorsaidin
§ 34,theyweretakingthemodelas gospel.
The samplingmodelplayedsuchan importantpart in the likelihoodthat he found
it difficultto understandwhytherewassuchan objectionby somepeople—he
wasnot
surewhetherthe authorwasone of them—togoinga tiny stepfurtherand usingpropertiesof the samplingdistributionto determinethe priordistributionexpressing
total
ignorance.Afterall, Jeffreyshad shownlongagothat anynormalchangein the prior
distributionhad no moreeffecton the posteriordistributionthanjust oneobservation
moreor lesswhichwasa muchsmallereffectthanwouldbeproducedbyquitemoderate
changesin the samplingmodelitself.
It wasa littleoddto seeProf.Moorereachinga similarconclusionin hisrecentpaper
in theJournal(J.I.A.92,326),withoutoncementioningJeffreys.Prof.Mooreseemedto
implythatwhetheror not therewasanyrealdoubtaboutthe meanofthe priordistribution, its standarddeviationand shapecouldvaryquiteconsiderably
withoutmaking
muchdifference
to the posteriordistribution.
Whydidhe stressthe needfor indifference
priors?Theauthorhadmentionedseveral
timesthatthe likelihoodswerenot additive.He(thespeaker)suggested
thattheyneeded
to dealwiththem in sucha waythat theyeffectively
becomeadditiveand integrable.
That wasthe realfunctionof the indifference
priors.Withoutadditivityhe did not see
how they couldmake intervalestimatesor embodyutilitiesin their estimates.Even
point estimationof continuousparameters,apparentlybasedon the likelihoodsalone,
impliedan arbitrarymetricfor the likelihoodsbecausethey inevitablyuseda limited
numberof decimalplaces.Estimatingto onedecimalreallyinvolvedintervalestimating
witha rangeofplusor minus0.05.
Thesubjective
Bayesians,
withwhomhe had muchsympathy,usedpriordistributions
to expressprior information.He woulddo the samewillingly,but he claimedthat
whenever
hedidthathewasimplicitlyusingan originfornilinformationbecausewithout
an originthe expression
of the actualpriorinformationwason shiftingsands.In a particularsituationtheremightbea certainamountof priorinformationexpressed
bya prior
distribution.If they took some informationaway,and then some more, each informationsituationshouldprovidethe basisfor a subjective
prior.Whenallwastaken
away,what was left? Zero information.To be a Bayesian,it was essentialto have
someexpression
for zeroinformation,otherwisetherewasno startingpoint.
It was true that usuallyprior informationcouldbe expressedonly approximately
and so a vagueoriginwasgoodenoughin practice.But thosewerenot reallypractical
questionsat all. Theyweremattersof fundamentalprincipleand the expression
of an
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originfor nil informationbasedon the propertiesof the samplingdistributionseemeda
necessaryand perfectlyproperingredientin a soundsystemof statisticalinference.
His positionabout usingprior informationwasclearlyindicatedin his 1947paper
whenhe rejectedthe invariantprior for timerates such as mortalityrates.By using
dx/xhe had suggestedin effectlumpingup the priorprobabilities
towardszero.In fact,
actuarieswereusuallyconcernedabouta set of probabilityor mortalityrateswhichall
influencedinferencesabouteachother.That waswhattheirgraduationprocesseswere
about.Dr Good had shownthat multinomialsamplingalsoofteninvolvedpatternbetweenthe individualcategories.
At the end of his paper,in § 47,the authorcountedit as a criticismof the invariant
prior rulesthat theymightrequiredifferentpriordistributionsfor the sameparameter
whenthesamplingproceduresweredifferent.Onthecontrary,he(thespeaker),regarded
that asa pointin theirfavour.Hehadalwaysfoundit ratheroddthatstatisticians
should
be contentthat statisticalinferencesshouldnot be affectedby the natureof the stopping
rule in sequentialsampling.That did not seemreasonableto him.It wastrue that the
sameobservationsmightyieldthe samelikelihoods,and the onlysourcefrom which
differentinferencescouldcomewasthe prior distributions.Thestoppingrulesought;
normally,to haveaneffectontheposteriordistributions.
It seemedperfectlysoundto him
that the priordistributionshoulddependon the samplingprocedurewhichdetermined
the samplingdistribution.For example,forthe binomialparametertheyusuallythought
in termsof fixingthe samplesizen and observedthe numberm of successes.
If, instead,
they wenton selectinguntil theyhad a fixednumber mof successesthen the random
variablewasn and the samplingdistributionwasdifferent.Thelikelihoodswerein the
sameform,but he wouldnot be at allsurprisedif the invariantpriorruleswerefoundto
be different.
He agreedwiththe author that all the difficulties
of estimatingtwo or moreparametersat a timeor ofjointposteriordistributions
had notbeenresolved,but he believed
that thoseproblemsarosewhentherewasdependencebetweenthe posteriordistributions.Ratherthan rejectthe wholebusinessof indifference
priors,he wouldliketo see
the mathematicianstryingto resolvethe remainingdifficulties.It wouldbe helpful
if the authorwouldexplainmorepreciselywhathe had in mindin hisreferences
in § 17
to structures.Washe right in thinkingthat the patternsin Dr Good’smultinomial
distributionsand a set of mortalityratesanalysedby age wouldbe examplesof such
structures?If so, he suggestedthat provisionfor suchstructuresoughtto be allowedto
influencethe samplingmodel.
He wasgladto seethat the authordidnot holdit againstthe invariancetheorythat it
sometimesusedwhatwereoftencalled‘improper’
distributions.
It wasa pitythat in an
otherwiseremarkablyinterestingrecentbook on the Logicof StatisticalInferencethe
author Ian Hackingshouldhold ‘improper’distributionsas a conclusivereasonfor
rejectingthe invariantrules.He thoughtthat he had disposedof that argumenttwenty
yearsbeforein hisdiscussion
withJoseph.
In severalplacesthe authorsuggested
thatthe experience
of actuariesmightbehelpful
in relationto variousaspectsof the Bayesproblems.He was afraidthat the author
wouldbe disappointed,however,becauseactuariesveryrarelydealtwithsmallsamples
in isolationand the questionof the prior distributionwas so insignificant
that they
neverbotheredabout it at all. Moreover,theyalwayssoughtto introducein the estimatesa marginforcontingencies
and,mighthesay,profit.
A numberof actuariesoverthe yearshad writtensignificantly
on the Bayestheory,
includingG. F. Hardy,Makeham,CalderonandLidstone.Therehad beena paperat the
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Facultybeforethe warbyAndersonandReidin whichthey combinedpast experience
withnewdatathroughthe Bayestheorem.
Hehad foundthe author’sreferenceto the currentworkon dataanalysisof considerableinterest,particularlythe referenceto ‘smoothing’.
It wouldbe ironicif statisticians
becameinterestedin the traditionalactuarialgraduationprocessesat a timewhenthe
interestofactuarieshadwaned.
He couldnot concludewithoutexpressing
the pleasurewhichhe had derivedfromthe
paperand at findingthat his ownpositionin the subjecthad becomealmostorthodox.
Healsoofferedsincerethanksto theauthorforhisgenerousreferences
to his ownmodest
contributionto thesubject20yearspreviously.
ThePresident(DrB.Benjamin),
in proposinga voteof thanksto the author,saidthatthe
author wasan eminentmathematicianand the Institute,whichdid not oftenenough
listento the leadersof those disciplinesfrom whichactuarialpracticesderivedtheir
theoreticaljustification,
owedhima greatdebtof gratitudefor the paper.He had long
had a reputationof beinga brilliantlecturer,and that reputationhad beenshownto be
amplyjustified.Onedefinitionof hellwouldbe the placeto whichwastakenthe soul of
an expiredmathematician
whohad givenhis nameto a schoolof thoughtand particularlyto a conceptof probability.Thinkwhattormentshe wouldsuffer!If therewerean
atmospherein that place,it wouldringwithstatementsattributedto himbut whichhe
wouldveryrarelyrecognizeas his own.His namewouldbe invokedin disputesfrom
whichhemighthavewishedto dissociate
himself.Blowsmightevenbestruck.Compared
with that, it seemedto the Presidentthat the tormentswhichMr Perksnow suffered
frombeingorthodoxwereverylight!Certainlythe authorhad shownit allto be rather
pointlessby his masterlyhistoricalreview.To quotehis ownwords,by the ‘extraction
of generalprinciples’
he had erodedthe areaof disagreement.
All,it seemed,couldnow
shelterunderthe likelihoodumbrella.
The author,as befitteda man whohas madea notablecontributionto the developmentof qualitycontrolandwhohadbeenPresidentof theOperational
ResearchSociety,
wasnot obsessedwithabstractionbut had remindedthe meetingof the practicaljob of
statistics—data
analysis—in
whichthe controversyaboutinferencewasovershadowed
by other problems.It was interesting,too, that just as the computerhad severely
modifiedactuarialviewson graduationand deterministic
approachesto mortality,so
on a higherplaneit had removedthe needfor economyin exploringthe likelihood
function.It wasno longernecessaryto employsimplemodelswhichwerecapableof
descriptionby a limitednumberof parameters.A verylargeandcomplexmathematical
modelcouldbe constructedand leftto describeitselfby simulationexercises.
He wouldhaveliked§ 41to havebeendevelopedfurther,but therewasa limitto the
materialthat a paper couldcoverand somethinghad to be left to the imagination.
He knewthat all wouldjoin in expressing
sincerethanksfor a thoroughlystimulating
evening.
The author,in acknowledging
the vote of thanks,said that his relationshipwith Mr
Perkscouldbe illustrated,perhapsnot to his owncredit,by recallingthat Mr Perks
had writtento him 18yearsearlierabout invariantpriorsand had had no reply.He
admittedthat hisrecordin maintaininghiscorrespondence
wasnot normallygood,but
in that instancethe failureto replyhad beendueto the factthat he wasuncertainhow
to reply.He had beenthinkingaboutthe subjectsincereceivingthe letter,and had not
yet finishedthinkingaboutit.
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He wassatisfiedthat additionalprincipleswereinvolvedin the formationof those
notions,but preferrednot to speakof them as probabilities,
but as someotherkind
of notion associatedwith credibility.Whenquotingthe valueof a parameterto one
place of decimals,the suggestionwasthat therewas a naturalmeasurefor it. That
waswhathe had in mindwhenreferringto structures.
He wasgratefulto the openerfor pickingup whathe had regardedas hismainpoint
for emphasis—the
needto forma habitof providingthe likelihoodfunctionasoftenas
possible.
Whileall had sufferedfromlargemassesof computeroutputwhichtendedto come
from thosemachines,he had had in mind that the computershouldenablethem,by
filmor visualdisplayequipment,to see likelihoodfunctionsin a reasonablycompact
form.Althoughtheoretically
a graphin a certainsenseconveyedan infiniteamountof
information,in fact it wasmoreeasilyunderstoodthan a shortcolumnof figures.He
had had that kindof graphicaloutputin mindin advocatingthe useof likelihoodfunctionsin practicalwork.

